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IS HERE E. C. BURKE FOR POSTMASTER

And Visitors Fill the Hotels of Statehood Bill Is to Be Reported
the CityPreparations
by Senated Committee on
for Gala Day.
Friday.

J

Ninety Thousand Work Men! S. B. Grimshaw's Remains
Will Walk Out Saturday
Will Be Laid to Rest in
Unless Strike is Settled
Fairview Cemetery
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Director Linney Says "Fair" New Mexico Might Have
Had Appoiutment Had It
for Tomorrow's InauguraBeen United
tion Ceremonies
JUDGE
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SUNDAY SERVICES

AT

2.30

P.

H.

Two Were Killed and More Than Rev. John R. Gass to Officiate
a Hundred Wounded in
at the Home; the Masons
Melee.
at the Grave.
Yesterday's

,

Special to the Xew Mexican.
The funeral of Postmaster S. B.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 2S. Despite
Washington, Feb. 2S. As was prethe rioting yesterday and last night, Grimshaw, who died of pneumonia at
dicted by the correspondent of the
his home here Saturday night, will
the Transit Sompany this morning op- take
Xew Mexican several weeks ago, the
day will continue tomorrow
place at 2:30 o'clock Wednesnomination of A. L. Sharpe to sucened its various lines with an increas- day afternoon at. the Grimshaw home
4
X and that the mercury will receed himself as collector of customs
ed number of cars. Members of idle on Grant avenue. It is expected that
main stationary. We do not
at El Paso, Texas, was today sent to
R. Gass, pastor of th
anticipate more than 8 degrees
Sunday throngs have once more been the Rev. John
the U. S. Senate. Xew Mexico could
at
church
Presbyterian
change in temperature at the
transformed into hard working citi will be here to conduct Albuquerque,
have had the appointment if it had
the services
"Si most." Weather Observer C.
zens or are still resting from yester- - as Mr. Grimshaw was a member of
united on General Viljoen but by diE. Linney.
viding its strength, giving part of its
day's exciting experiences, for very the Presbyterian church and the loSi
W.
to
W.
out.
lost
little trouble was had this morning cal church has no pastor stationed
Cox,
it
support
is
tomorrow
Fair weather today and
Senator Veveridge is inIndiana but
in the operation of any of the lines. here just now.
the joyful announcement, made 'by the will
stateon
return
and
the
More
Thursday
The members of Montezuma lodge
important than the ability of
weather man today. A::d all those hood bill will be
the company to operate its cars is Xo. 1 A. F. and A. M., of which Mr.
reported on Friday.
who are in the city to attend the inauV
to
Delegate Cameron today
probably the effect of the sympathetic Grimshaw was a member, he being
guration and those who live here and the Senate committee onpresented
territories,
strike decided upon by the leaders of also a thirty-secondegree Mason, will
are going to attend it anyway, are various amendments he desires to
conduct
at Fairview cemthe
services
labor
the
in
city.
every
organization
blessing the weather man and have added to the bill.
This monster walk-ou- t
of ninety thou etery where interment will be made.
GRI
B.
S.
us
sent
he
cool
shocks
MSHAW,
the
forgotten
Delegate Andrews introduced bills
The pall bearers now are being sesand men is scheduled for next SatPostmaster of Santa Fe, Who Died of Pneumonia Saturday.
in the past two months.
New Mexico legislature be
the
that
and the list will be announced
lected
urday, unless the street car strike is
There is every indication that to- authorized to sell section 16, of towntomorrow afternoon.
in
meantime.
the
adjusted
amicably
morrow will be a gala day from many ship 17, south, range 26 east, to
a
The news of Mr. Grimshaw's death
The city is a partner in the Rapid
standpoints. First of all there will be
for school purposes. Similarly
was known by a few persons Saturfor
decision
Transit
and
the
Company,
FOR
a big crowd here and in it will be a bill giving Gallup a section for that
a general strike is conditional upon day night and by many yesterday
many distinguished people from all purpose; to Tucumcari, section 16,
the city making a bona fide effort to morning.
over the territory. The Palace and the township 11 north, range 30 east, for
A great many people had not even
arbitrate the differences. Yesterday's
Claire hotels were filled with visitors cemetery and park purposes; to Rosheard that the postmaster was danFE
SANTA
one
of
in
death
resulted
the
rioting
this morning and many private resi- well, section 16, township 11 south,
ill and the news was unexman and a boy, the injury of two boys gerously
dences had to 'be sought for rooms.
as
well as sad. Mr. Grimsliaw
range 24 east, for cemetery and park
from btiHets and the wounding of half pected
Las Vegas, Albuquerque, Raton, Las purposes; to Melrose, section 36,
a week ago was apparently a well
misman
Cruces, Roswell and many other cities township 3 north, range 31 east, for Hon Charles A. Spiess Be-liev- Mining Towns of Burke and a hundred persons from flying
it was known that he
siles and policemen's clubs. More than was although from colds which are
have sent on their advance "guard" cemetery and park purposes.
suffering
Be
It Will Granted in
a hundred arrests were made. A car said to have been contracted while atMace, Idaho, Swept to
It is believed that Delegate Anand the most distinguished visitor of
was stoned at Lancaster avenue and
will
C.
drews
WTilliam
Mills
recommend
Bill.
J.
E.
Statehood
Chief
Justice
by Friday
Destruction
all, the
tending to his duties in the local post
Forty-fift- h
street this morning.
One office. Suddenly the cold developed
to
be appointed postmaster at
of Las Vegas, has also arrived. To- Burke
man was badly beaten by the police, into pneumonia and Mr. Grimshaw
morrow it will be "Governor" Mills. Santa Fe and that his appointment
on
will
sent
to the Senate
was compelled to go to bed. He grew
be
LOCAL
Friday. WISES
The judge is looking exceedingly well
COMMITTEE LOSS OF LIFE VERY HEAVY and sent to the hospital.
a
Hitchcock
Calls
Political
Bethlehem Steel Company Has Not steadily worse however, rallying SatDictator.
wherever
and was warmly greeted
Resumed.
Washington, Feb. 28. Representaurday morning in a way that gave
he went today. ,
tive
Reof
his relatives and friends hopes that
the
Minnesota,
Lindbergh
2S.
met
Governor Curry and officials
Action of Democrats on Saturday Children Dragged to Safety by South Bethlehem, Pa., Feb.
he would recover. But Saturday afPeace
Bethhere
but
Chief Justice Mills at the depot yes- publican "insurgent," aroused by the
prevailed
today
Mothers-Hea- rt
Declared to Be Detrimental
Their
ternoon he again relapsed and despite
of
Postmaster
Hitchrefusal
General
Rending
lehem
Steel
whose
Mills
nine
Company,
terday evening. With Judge
to Cause.
Scenes in Mining District.
thousand employes are on strike, did the efforts of able physicians and
were Mrs. Mills and Miss Mills. Gov- cock to accept his recommendations
not resume work, only a small per- nurses, the postmaster grew weaker
ernor Curry escorted them to the Pal- for postofflce appointments, has writ10
ten
latter a letter in which he
Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las Ve - bpokane, jeu. zs. Two enormous centage of men reporting for duty. and weaker, breathing his last at
ace hotel and there formally welcom- calls the
m.
him
a
and
dictator"
p.
"political
o
men
to
Most
the
want
the
i
cow-work,
ed them to the city.
president of tho legislative
avarancnes nave earned death ana officials
Mr. Grimshaw is survived by a widdenounces him for his alleged efforts gas, and
say, but are atraid to run the
Decorators at Work.
one of the leading attorneys destruction
cil,
to defeat Lindbergh's
towns of
to
the
ow, and three children: one daughter
mining
of
pickets.
Fe
gauntlet
in
Santa
of tie southwest is
,has
The decorators of the Palace hotel
Miss Josie Grimshaw and two sons,
the rich Coeur d'Alene district of
where the reception and inaugural
just returned from several weeks'
Ira Grimshaw and Alfred Grimshaw.
northern
Idaho.
10:15
At
last
toe
night,
Iball will
visit to Xew York and' Washington,
held tomorrow night have
Career of Postmaster.
where he pushed vigorously the mat- - a great snowslide struck the little MIGHTY
(been busy and have erected a vritable
Mr. Grimshaw was Santa Fe's post
o
ter of relieving Santa Fe county its tovvn of MaC6( burying 25 houses and
arbor from which myriads of incandesmaster since September 17, although
.
indebtedness and if that is accomp-- 1
cent lights will toe suspended and
moc!C,
he did not take the office until OcK,nino.
extent
j
lished, it will be due to a large
glimmer through clusters of leaves,
tober 6. He succeeded Frank W.
of
botice
the
and
timber
at
snow,
E
to the convincing representations he
flowers and branches. The well known
Shearon who resigned. Mr. Grimmade to the senate committee on ter- tom of a canyon. At 5:30 o'clock this
shaw himself resigned the position of
artist, Carl Lotave, inspected the decorations yesterday and offered here
ritories and the federal authorities morning another slide rushed down on
coal oil inspector of the territory to
and there a suggestion.
Gathered About the both through an exhaustive brief and the town of Burke, crushing a score Roosevelt Brings With Him take the postmastership.
They
Tickets Selling Fast.
Mr. Grimshaw was born in Union
by addresses before the committee. of houses under thousands of tons of First
Bongos to Be Stalked Springs, N. Y., 54 years ago. He at
Retiring Chief Executive
Those in charge of the finances of
Mr. Spiess said this morning to the earth and snow. Fourteen bodies al"The ready have been recovered from the
New1 Mexican's representative:
tended the public schools in Brooklyn,
the reception were busy .Saturday and
This Afternoon
By a Caucasian
tickN. Y., and the University of New
ruins of Mace, and sixteen have been
a
deserves
great
of
committee
Fe
ball
$10
those
Santa
today disposing
York, but before graduating he went
ets. "We have heard that a few smart
deal of credit. Governor Prince and found at Burke. It is feared that fifty
There he began a
HEAVY to Ashland, Ohio.
GAME BAG
IS
persons have disposed of their tickets DISTRIGTATTORNEYFOR COLFAX Judge Laughlin presented arguments to sixty lives have been lost. This HIS
long railroad career, entering the em
before the committee on behalf of the morning, 500 men are working franat reduced prices" said one of the
ploy of the Atlantic and the Great
tax navers of Santa Fe county. Each tically in a raging blizzard to recov- committee, "but this is foolish for a
person arriving at the hall will have George M. Kinsell Will Be Act- - made a very able presentation of the er the bodies, it is feared that the It Includes Elephants, Lions, Western railroad. From Ashland he
went to Paola, Kansas, entering the
mottor an reiveri thft close atten-- ! loss of life at Burke is heavier than
to correspond in name and number
inn Postmaster Until Successor tion of
Hippopotami and Other
employ of the Kansas, Fort Scott and
with the schedule. Every ticket that is
the members of the senate at Mace and physicians are being
man
rushed
from
while
of
Is
Beast
the
Wallace,
every
Memphis railroad, finishing his apfortu
Jungle.
can
was
Appointed.
committee.
It
sold is accounted for and there
peculiarly
prenticeship as telegrapher and distoe no transferring.
We must raise
nate that Mr. Levi A. Hughes accom . that can be spared has been appealed
to
From
rescue
work.
the
the
help
patcher. He held positions with the
28.
to
has
committee
Colonel
Feb.
Washington.
Governor Curry this afternoon at 4 panied the
$1,500 and that is why this rule
Gondoknoro,
Cathfoot
mine
to
of
Anchor
the
the
Roosevelt and other members of his Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf, the
o'clock assembled in the executive of- It was through the efforts of Mr.
had to be made."
olic church, about half a mile, the
Leavenworth, Lawrence and Gulf, the
obtained
was
fice all the heads of departments and Hughes that a hearing
Aides Getting Busy.
party sailed today from Khartoum St. Louis and San Francisco railroads
is
slide
When
the
feet
thirty
deep.
where they expect to arrive on March
The scores or more of aides of Cap clerical employes of the Capitol and from the chairman of the senate com- alarm
through the mining 15. Cfilonel Roosevelt and son Kermit successively and then went to Dentain Fred Muller, the grand marshal expressed to them his thanks for their mittee on territories. Mr. Bird S. camp ofspread
deBurke that Mace had been
the trip through Africa have ver. & There he worked for the Denof the day, were busy arranging for faithful and loyal service and gave Coler and myself represented the
wives and children during
Rio Grande railroad which he
mothers,
stroyed,
five hundred specimens of ver
some
killed
worked
farewell.
five
heartfelt
them
At
bondholders and all of us
horses and costumes. Khaki or the
a,
of the miners employed at Hecla, Her
to
left
a position on the Chicago,
take
wild animals. The bag includes sev
army uniform of drab will be the de- o'clock, Governor Curry closed his harmoniously to have the county re- cules, Anchor and the
n
Rock Island and Pacific at Colorado
ten
enteen
Unout
eleven
desk
walked
his
ofBce.
lions,
and
of
indebtedelephants,
sired uniform, tout as many of the
lieved of at least part of its
mines begun to seek places of safety.1
Springs. Thence he went to San
aides if not all of them are civilians, til tomorrow noon, Secretary Jaffa ness. It is my opinion that Santa Fe The children were hauled by their buffaloes, ten black rhinoceroses, nine Francisco to be dispatcher and sunine
white
will
be
hippopotami;
rhinoceroses,
governor.
acting
county will be taken care of in this mothers to side hills on sleds. Brothprocuring uniforms is no easy task
perintendent of the North Shore.
Notaries Public Appointed.
matter. I am not, however, prepared ers literally dragged their little sis- nine giraffes, three leopards, seven From San Francisco he came to SanThere is a scarcity too of suitable
three giant elands and two
horses, tout most of the equestrians
Governor Curry today appointed Ar to say, what the details of the provis- ters to places of safety, and when the chetahs, A
ta Fe where as manager of the Santa
bongos.
greater number of speci Fe Central
have found horses that will do for the thur H. Masters of Cedar Hill, San ions will be.
avalanche tore down the hill and mens
railway he made himself
insti
. go to the Smithsonian
"I am quite sure a statehood bill will swept away the cabins in a shattered
march.
Juan county, and James E. Haines,
a booster for Santa
by
popular
being
to
The
are
tution.
first
the
bongos
Stores to Close.
of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, no-- ! pass this session of Congress if the mass, they were deserted by women
Fe
and
interests
at all times and
its
be stalked by a white man.
The stores, banks and public build- taries public.
that most enthusiastically.
Republican members have their way and children, while the bread providings will be closed at noon tomorrow
about it. ' Indeed nothing can defeat ers were rescuing the injured at the
Retiring from railroad work Mr.
Incorporations.
TWENTIETH CENTURY
so that the employes and business The Plains
stricken sister town.
Grimshaw became chief clerk at the
Stock Company today it except Democratic filibustering."
LIMITED DERAILED.
men may attend the parade and in- filed
When asked what effect upon the
penitentiary and last year was apincorporation papers, the incorDevastating Slide.
auguration ceremonies.
Democratic
of
action
situation
the
Old
in
the
timers
dis
Charles
pointed coal oil inspector of New
d'Alene
Coeur
the
directors
porators and
being
Miles an Mexico.
Decorating the City.
T. Adams and L. A. Surgart of Carls- territorial central committee at Albu- trict have been sounding dally warn-- ! Train Was Running Sixty
Hour But Only Few Passengers
and bad, and .
, Merchants, professional men
of Roswell, each querque on Saturday will have, Mr. ings to Mace, Burke and Blackbear
Were Injured.
residents of the city generally, have 80 shares. TheRoney
0
$24,-00that slides are imminent because of
CAPIASES FOR THE
Spiess said:
capitalization is
been requested to decorate their
Cleveland, O., Feb. 28. For a readivided into 240 shares. The
"In my opinion, the action of the the record-breakinof the snow.
BEEF TRUST BARONS.
depth
places of business .and houses .tomor- headquarters are at Carlsbad, Eddy Democratic
as Expressed But for sixteen winters, these towns son not yet determined, the Twentieth
party
row so that visitors to the city will county.
on the Lake Shore
through Its central committee at Al- have escaped devastating slides and Century Limited,
Prosecutor Garven of New Jersey
see that Santa Fe takes pride in being
The Anderson Mica Mining Com- buquerque on Saturday in reference to no precautions were taken. Among railroad was derailed at Olmstead
Seems to Be in Dead Earnest
the capital where governors are Jn pany of Las Vegas, John L. Zimmerwest
of
Cleveland,
miles
was most unfortunate. It the bodies recovered at Mace are I. Falls, twenty
statehood
About the Matter.
at 3 o'clock this morning. The train
auguratea. Bunting, nags and any man New Mexico agent, filed Incor- can
only mix matters in Washing- H. Pascoe, superintendent of the was
Feb. 28. Capiases for
New
kind of decoration will be acceptable, poration papers today.
York,
60
Two
an
hour.
miles
running
The capitali- ton and if they are successful in hav- Standard mine and his son Ira PasIt is especially desired that flags be zation is $500,000. The incorporators
indicted meat packof
the
arrest
inthe
or
were
coe.
three
The
Foreman
of
Section
passengers
slightly
body
views embodied in the statesummons
for six indicted
ers
displayed from the windows of stores and directors are: Harry S. Anderson, ing their
and
hut,
were
cars
&
the
N. railroad jured, all
derailed,
hood hill it will defer our coining into Thompsan of the O. R.
and residences.
were ordered by
meat
were
William S. Anderson and J. A. Mo'un
few
more
was
corporations
not
found
thrown
than
a
a
car
ten
in
buried
under
the Union for about two years and
New Jersey, who
Garven
of
Prosecutor
e
Big Las Vegas Delegation.
of
of
from
Thirty-fivwater
feet
remained
L.
in
inches
the track and
the river.
Bay
Topeka, Kansas, and John
their action can be no practcal benefit
Word has been received this after- Zimmermann of Las Vegas.
will hand them to Sheriff Kelly for
on
an
in
car
outfit
Italians,
sleeping
upright.
to them. After the census of New
noon from Las Vegas that a big dele
Postmaster Pro Tern.
their action can be no practical benefit the Northern Pacific sliding were
will
come
on
a
over
OPostoffice
special
gation
Inspector A. B. Crawford the population of the territory-wilbe swept away in .their car to the bottom HIGH AND MIGHTY
train tomorrow to attend the' inaugu- of Albuquerque, this forenoon, upon
of the canyon. They used their tools
SENATORS MUST OBEY. ANOTHER BODY RECOVERED
and
equitably to
IN PRIMERO COAL MINE.
ration. Las Vegas having been the the request of the bondsmen of the represented quite justly
D. C, Feb. 28. Justice
themselves
at
four
and
dig
Washington,
put
residence city of Governor Mills, the late Postmaster S. B. Grimshaw, by the votes that were oast in 1908." o clock this morning all but one of Wright, in supreme court for the Dis
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 28. The body
citizens there are going to make a big placed Assistant Postmaster George
them had been accounted for. Super- trict of Columbia today decided that of Findel Arguello was recovered
Kinsell in charge of the postofflce un- LIVE HOGS ADVANCED TO
showing at the ceremonies.
intendent Pascoe and wife were the court acted within its authority from a main of the Primero mine
NEAR TEN DOLLAR MARK asleep when their homes was crushed when it issued a writ of mandamus
Another "Governor" Here.
til a successor ' is appointed. The
bodies
early this morning. Sixty-nin- e
Another "governor" came to the fight for the postofflce has narrowed
Mr. Pascoe, two ordering a joint committee on print-- have now been taken from the mine
Chicago, Feb. 28. Live hogs ad- - like an eggshell.
city today to attend the inauguration down to E. C. Burke and T. Z. Wln- - venced still closer to the ten dollar! sons and daughter were instantly kill- - in g of Congress to show cause why it in which seventy-si-x
men lost their
mark today and sales were made at ed, but Mrs. Pascoe was rescued should not consider the bid of the Val- - lives as the result of an explosion on
(Continued on Page Eight.)
$9.92 per hundred.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
slightly Injured.
ley Paper Company of Hollyoke, Mass. January 31.
si

"There is every indication
N that the splendid weather to-
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THE

Wheat

Imperial'
Jersey Cream

UP.

ROUND

Established 1856.

AGE AND YOUTH.
(By John Kendriek Bangs.)
Youth takes its joys from hopeful

Flour

1910.

Incorporated 1903.

Age, reflective Age, delights
E'en in the twilight's dying rays
In turning to the joyous sights
Of unforgotten Yesterdays.

Bur,

Bobolink

not which more joy imparts,
Which hath the sweetest taste, the
page
That tells of Hope in youthful hearts,
Or tender memories of age.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Taken to Insane
Asylum Deputy
Sheriff R. S. Lopez took Alberto Garcia to the insane asylum at Las Ve- H
gas Saturday.
Held on Charge of Subornation

Co.
inter
Grocery
w
toutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Jr., J. B. Eldridge and
James "Wells were held at Roswell by
Judge V. H. Pope on the charge of
subornation of perjury. The defendants may also he held for contempt
and their attorneys for unprofesisonal
conduct. The men are charged with
promising and paying money to witnesses for forged testimony. Wells
was held in $5,000 bond and the other
two defendants in $:5,000 bond.
V. T. "Wells,

No. 40

Telephone

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

AP

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
LEY fiEffE'-,- ..
re..nacRKeia9d
"ANK

Undertaker and Emtolmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

r UnfilXALJ
TJT 1111171? A T

PICTURE

FRAMING

OT?

188

BED

nSMSP&SSb

Given Careful
Personal Attention

C

TASTEFULLY

AND

RED

130
DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

A

.

nnm. n
W. A.

T7..

.1

J"1

TV.

11

n

V.

tr

Hi

SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain Potatoes,

Salt ani

Ms

diamonds

hb 0b YONTZ

WTCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Serviss

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested
Fitted by
Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

0 345 San Franolsco St.

For
Hhonnorl

Hands

and

SANTA FE, N. M.

I
I

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZOOTNTMKNTis
guaranteed to cure
Blind Kleedingor Pro.
auyeaser
itching.
14
6
Plies
to
in
trading
days or money
5Pe.

Crawford

HOUSE

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

came

Those Wanting

Rooms

V. L. Bean

and other members of the
committee are finding no difficulty thus far in supplying rooms for
visitors to the inauguration who
have applied for them. While the
leading hotels have every room en
gaged there are still a number of
rooms to be had at private residences.
Those who have rooms to rent or vacant should notify Mr. Bean.
Another Land Mark to Go Much
interest is manifested in the news
that the Board of Education recently
decided to accept me oirer of the De
Vargas Hotel Company of $10,000 for
the lot at the northwest corner of Lincoln and Palace avenues so that a
$300,000 hotel may be erected thereon. The lot is 124 by 240 feet and on
it now stands an immense adobe building in which rooms are rented to
tourists and residents. Should the
hotel be built as J. P. Wagner declares it will, another old historic
building will pass away to give place
to a modern structure. The present
adobe structure was the government
aind
stood
military headquarters
through many of the stirring events
of New Mexico's history.

Wo don

t

FATs'S!

sell fans, but fans mid plnyers buy their baseball supplies from

the store that sells the properly authorized

goods-V-

e

have used skill in picking out our entire line
aoOTIS

When you want the proper things come to us.
l'hone
No. 14.

WOOD-DAVI-

IfitisHardwarc

H

C

hardware

We have it.

CO.

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAI

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

The New Mexica.i Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

There is more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treat
it incurable.
ment, pronounced
Science has proven catarrh to be a
constitutional disease and therefore
constitutional treatment.
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,

VANS!

FANS!

r,

TO AND FROM ROSWELl..
Connection made wim Automobile
tine at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12. noon. Automobile leaves RoS'
well for Torrance at' 1 p. m. and ar
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
ia $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

and Mr.

THE LEADING

here today and took charge of the
office. He will go over the books and
check them up, as is the custom.

E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; T.
P. Talle, Gallup.
Coronado.
J. F. Miller, Cerrillos; George W.
Hill, Durango; D. Martinez, M. Martinez, Adolfo Espinoso, Antonio Romero, Taos"; J. J. Garduno, Stanley; T.
J. Stickney, Denver; W. F. Willute,
Lamy; Otho Emith, Ottawa, Kan.; J.
Wolvert, W. Conway, Harry White,
A. Sanchez,
Pedro
Albuquerque;
Trampas; W. W. Tucker, Lawrence
Eastman, Moriarty; Mrs. R. S. Garcia,
Pinos Wells.
Modern. (Xo arrivals, as the hotel
is being renovated.)

lea
Also Good for Chickens
Gr Olil

buquerque

FOR HALF Ak CENTURY

PHONE 36

undertaking establishment
had charge of the arrangements.
Fair Weather Yesterday The maximum temperature yesterday was 4G
degrees and the minimum 23 degrees.
The lowest temperature last night
was 24 degrees and at 6 o'clock this
A year
morning it was 2C degrees.
ago today the maximum was 49 and
the minimum 2G degrees with 87 per
cent of sunshine. The weather was
clear but somewhat windy.
Postoffice Inspector Crawford Here
Immediately after the death of Postmaster S. B. Grimshaw the assistant
Kinsell
took
postmaster, George
charge of the office as acting postmaster. He immediately telegraphed
the news of Mr. Grimshaw's death to
Postoffice Inspector Crawford at Al-

Ttl

Paso;
Fleming Jones, Las Cruces; John E. Griffith, Socorro; E. Med-le-

TRY OUR

'

AVagner

Mac-Leas-

SANTA FE, N. M.

X

Gwyn Dead Mrs.
Guadalupe Gwyn, aged 58 years, died
Friday at her home on the Agua
Friti road. She Is survived by her
husband, Thomas Gwyn. The funeral
took place Sunday, interment was
made in Fair view cemetery. The

Denver; Chas.
Colo.; L. B. Strieflin-sB. Kehrman, St. Louis; W. E. Smith,
Antonito; H. B. Hamilton, Carrizozo;
Dr. and Mrs. R. Smart, Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Stern, D. L. Chamberlain, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Klock.
Albuquerque; X. C. Frenger, Las Graces ; W. E. Call, El Paso; L. O. Ful-leRoswell; Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Ford,
City; M. SI. Padgett, Las Vegas; R. J.
Tappert, Dr. Hess, Charles Trembell,
Las Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Foster,
Hon. and Mrs. Elmer E. Studley, Raton; Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Bunker, Richard Dunn; D. J. Leahy, Charles A.
Spiess, W. J. Lucas, Mrs. A. Mennett,
Las Vegas ; Judge Ira A. Abbott, Albuquerque; E. R. Wright, Santa Rosa;
Miss Murphy,
J. R.
Alamogordo;
Dougherty, Tucumcari; Eugenio Romero, Las Vegas; C. J. Roberts, RaH. M.
ton; Marjorie
Dougherty,
Dougherty, Socorro; John E.
Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. F. V.
Parker, Las Graces; F. "W. Drake,
Hodges; A. B. Crawford, Albuquerque; Herbert W. Wolcott, Alamogordo; Major and Mrs. Llewellyn, Las
.Cruces.
Claire.
William Seers, Jack Briton, Kansas
City; J. B. Husk, Chama; H. Hall, J.
R. Bissell, Denver; E. W. Hill, Lamy;
A. A. Tableaux,
Silvestre
Boston;
Mirabal, San Rafael; Robert Bennett,
Denver; Frank Williams, Pecos; H.
Mateo Lujan,
T. Heney, Durango;
Mrs. F. C. Gonzales, Miss King, Las
R.
Vegas; O. T. Toombs, Clayton;
Gallegos, San Jose; J. M. Day, Den
ver; Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Jahren, Wag- on Mound; Alfred Ruiz, Gallup; M. F.
Moriarty, Moriarty; Edward Ulibarri,
Estancia; W. W. Wagner, E. C
Halderman, Mcintosh; J. A. Kennedy,

JEWELER

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

Xl

Mrs. Guadalupe

Palace.

MANUFACTURER

temperature.

Every garment made to

XI

XXXXXXXXXSXVXX

Carpenter, Marion, Kan.; J. H.
McCain, A. C. Prendergast, Amarillo,
Tex.; H. S. Hale, J. F. Ferguson, Denver; F. L. McLeod, Colorado Springs,

Goods.

S. Spitz

X
X

"V.

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

tut iuy

Colo., Feb. 28.
Denver,
The weather forecast for New
Mexico is fair weather tonight
and Tuesday with stationary

Made to
Measure

Ladies Garments

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

AliWnD
PITV TfiDIPQ
ti i ii u rv vii i I

X

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

Made to
Measure

Why don't YOU
try one?

I know

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

I

28,

SELIGM AN BROS. COMPANY

dreams
future prizes to be won,
Of voyages on unknown streams
In realms beyond the rising sun.
Of

Pansy

CALL

DAILY

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

FEta1S75?5
Telephone

j

Telephone 85

85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

i FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
!

FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTKACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT

Toledo. Ohio
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
' Take Hall's Family Pills for

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

to

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

PHONF 213

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

Zoolc's

Pharmacy
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST SIDV ?LAZA

1

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

1910.

28,

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN', SAXTA
FE, X. M.

PAGE THREE.

DOUBT DISAPPEARS

Santa Fe Who Has a Bad
Back Can Ignore This Double

No One in

BOARD OF EDUCATION SELLS

New Mexico Military Institute

Proof.
Does your back ever ache?
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Backache is kidney ache,
With it comes dizzy spells,
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
Distressing urinary disorders.
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick relief.
Bring thorough, lasting cures.
You have read Santa Fe proof.
Read now the Santa Fe sequel.
Renewed testimony; tested by time.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon street,
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "The public
statement I gave in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good
and I now readily confirm every word
I then said about them. For four or
five years I was subject to attacks
of backache which were so severe at
times that I was unable to work. 1
tried various remedies said to be cures
for troubles such as I had, but nothing benefited me until I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store. They quickly proved their worth and effected a
cure which has been lasting. My experience with Doan's Kidney Pills has
been so gratifying that I gladly recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Gtates.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

LOT

FOR DE VARGAS R01EL

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The Weit Point of the Southweet."
Army Officers
by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

SHE

Historic Adobe Building on Lincoln and Palace Avenues
Will Give Way to Magnificient $300,000 Hotel DeVargas Campany Must Expend $1 5,000 on Hotel's
Construction Before It Gets Deed to Lot
Valued at $10,000 "Hotel Project Is
Assured Now" Was J. P. Wagner's
Comment.
j

-

1
'

j

I'm a

Pilf jl

Woman of Importance

,

That's the title of a song, and it's
also true of the woman who sings it
Stella Mayhew. If you've heard Stella
Mayhew on the stage, you know just
how important she is. She's the funniest girl in this country, on or off the
stage and nothing but an Amberol
Record could begin to do her justice.
March Amberol Record No. 374. Hear
her today at your dealer's on the

The Hotel De Vargas, costing $300,- - lions contained in said
first named
onuon.
for Greater Santa. Fe!
And Whereas, it has hven represent-- '
This was the news that was spread
last night and this morning following e l to said board by the said Wagner
a long meeting of the members of and others who are interested as sub- the school board Saturday and at scribcrs in the construction of said
which the board passed resolutions hotel that Ten Thousand ($10,000.00)
offering the lot on the northwest corn- Dollars has been raised by subscrip-- '
er of Lincoln and Palace avenues to tion and is now ready to be paid for
the De Vargas Hotel Company for $10,- - the premises aforesaid, and that the
000 for the erection of a great tour- United States Bank and Trust Comist hotel. The board placed a few pany has been selected as trustee by
safeguards however, around the offer. the said J. P. Wagner and subscribers,
One of the "strings" tied to it was to receive and pay over said money
the requirement that the De Vargas to this board and to receive a deed
Company shall commence work of the from this board in the name of the De
hotel within a year and shall have ac- Vargas Hotel Company to said premGet complete list of March Records from
your dealer, or write to National Phonograph
tually expended the sum of $15,000 in ises for the purposes aforesafd.
Company, i5 Lakeside Avenue. Orantre. N.J.
the construction of the hotel within
Be
it Resolved, That the
Therefore,
a year. Failure to do so will require proper officers of this board
make,
the company to forfeit the deed which and execute to the
party of the second erence to Sections 1 and 2 of that statwill be deposited in a bank with the part a
good and sufficient warranty ute, which are as follows:
$10,000. The $10,000 is to be return- deed and deliver
"Section 1. Every physician or midthe same to the
ed to the subscribers if the deed is
of the third part, the United wife who shall
have
party
professional
forfeited.
Notice for Publication.
of the mother at the birth of
States
Bank
charge
and
Co.
Trust
the
for
J
1
Hf n ,
..,,,
i
11
Small Holding Claim No. 1419.
1"-I'll
memoirs 01 me scnooi Doaru saia premises aforesaid; said deed to be
t,m(1 an(1 every attendant who
after the meeting which, was an ex-- : delivered at once or as soon as said nia' ct as
(Serial 012529.)
e
at such time,
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal land ecutive one: "We do not want any Trust
no
where
or mid-wif- e
Physician
is
notifies
or
the
board
Company
If the De Vargas Hotel: the officers thereof that
Department of the Interior.
ployed, shall, within thirtv ,iavc aftcr
Q,vi
p.n
United States Land Office.
Company erect a hotel, they will get Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars is de- - such birth. furnish the probate clerk
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
ue UU,Q wmcn mey nave neen anxious
,,. of the county in which such birth may
in
Notice is hereby given that the fol- - to secure; if they do not do business posited ,i,. said banU and is mad
have taken 'place a certificate signed
lowing claimant has filed notice of and expend $U000 m the first year
Bfi It Fl.t,
by such physician, mid-wif- e
t.
or attendBpmlvoil
Tw
ms intention to maKe nnai proof in they will lose the land. In this way
from the best information
ant,
Ten
said
Thousand ($10,000.00) Dol
stating,
sections!
claim
of
his
under
the subscribers to th nucleus fund
support
oan be obtained, the name, (it
a6 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891; of $10,000 now raised will not lose." lars be held in said bank together "mcn
such
nave a name), the number;
fhil(1
with the deed to be deposited in said
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
We'll Build the Hotel.
Tne lnai
name of the mother; the
bank
board
this
for
and
by
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
during
"As I said before, I say now.' said the term of one vear from date herp- - name, age, color and nationality of
470), and that said proof will be made J. P.
WTagner, promoter of the hotel 0f upon the condition that the said the parents; the occupation
of the
before register or receiver at Santa
"We shall build the hotel. DeVargas Hotel Company shall com- - fathel" a"d the name and address of
Fe, N. M., (U. S. Land Office) on project,
Those restrictions will not stand in mence the work of construction of the nodical attendant.
April 15, 1910, viz: Jose E. Roybal,
"Section 2. Any physician or other
heir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.ou,rtway- We haS g0 ahead now and said hotel within that time and shall
W e wanted ground to hav
tne
money.
get
who shall attend a nerson in
person
n
1
evnemifvi
S
iha
ar.taiiv
for
the
and 2, and
M.,
c,
lots
build on. That was the first thing. Fifteen
NE
Thousand ($15,000 00) Dollars his or h(?r last illness shall transmit
Sec. 32, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
This is assured now, so we can go in iha
!P to the probate
clerk
15.172 acres.
nnnett: n( i ..i
out for the money to put up the build
He names the following witnesses
at any time during the said year thepnereln suclx Pson died, a certifi-saiad- ing."
to prove his actual continuous
amount has been so expended in cate of such death, which certificate
The Resolutions.
verse possession of said tract for
actual construction, and said bank sha11 state' from the best information
The following were the resolutions shall immediately tipon satisfactory whicn can be obtained, the date of
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.
passed:
proof thereof to all parties hereto, sucn 15atn; 1he name, age, sex. race,
Visenter Quintana, of Pecos, N. M.;
"Whereas, this board on the 9t.li flav namely: The School Board, the Trus-- ; nationality and occupation of the de
o
Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia,
of January, A. D. 1909, gave to John tee and the DeVargas Hotel Company, ceased- anl the place where such
Garcia, all of Rowe, N. M.
P. Wagner an option contract for the Pay over to this board the sum of Ten deata occurred."
Any person who desires to protest purchase of the
By Section G of the same act a pen-reDollars, and
following described Thousand ($10,000.00)
is lmPsed of not more than $20
against the allowance of said proof,
aUj'
estate in the city of Santa Fe, the deed aforesaid shall be delivered
or who knows of any substantial reafor
failure to comply with the
('acn
t:
the
Desaid
trustee
to
of
New
hy
said
the
Mexico,
son under the laws and regulations Territory
Provisions of the act.
Var
Hotel
successors
its
Company,
One
Lot
(1) and improvements
of the Interior Department why such
1 he Probate
clerk of Bernalillo
or assigns, but should the work in
,
mi
RW!, n
proof should not be allowed will be two
me that it is a notorious
ountJ
the
not
said
of
be
instruction
hotel
of
Seven
DolThousand
d
($7,000.00)
given an opportunity at the
law ls not complied
commenced within the one year as tact
lars- nna mi
time and place to
in that county and he suggests
'lta
i'n
above
the
of
amount
and
stipulated,
f4l
ami
TOoir Twn
the witnesses of said claimant, Three (31
For
ne
of ca Iln .the atte
and to, offer evidence in rebuttal of (2) and improvements thereon at tha Fifteen Thousand ($15,000.00) Dollars tion of all
be
Bot
physicians in the
practicing
exPended
within
that
time
that submitted by claimant.
price of Three Thousand ($3,000.00)
to the law. As your office is
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for the purpose of construct- - on the construction of said hotel, then territory
the
where a complete list
Register. iig a hotel and improvements to cost ln that case the sai(1 $10,000.00 shall of allonly place
practicing
,be
to
physicians ought to
returned
the subscribers by said
not less than One Hundred and Thir-be found, I have to request that you
ana
tne
e
said
If you want anything on earth try
trustee,
interest
paid by
DolThousand ($13,5000.00)
bank on said $10,000.00 shall be paid will take steps to see that such notice
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Jars.
to this board by said trustee in full is given, and I will write to the dis
And Whereas, it was a condition of
NOTICE OF SALE.
liquidation of all damages as a for- trict attorneys of the territory on the
said'option contract that th? said John feiture for
of thia rvn- - same subject with a view To proper enNotice is hereby given that on the 22nd P.
should
said
Wagner
pay
purchase
of
October
1908,
!ollector
Deputy
Frank
re- - forcement of this statute.
day
R. Orandall, seized at Pearce, Arizona, 4 Vi pi ice to this board within six months tion, and the said deed shall be
Respectfully,
to
turned
this
board
and
said
and
of
six
option
quarts lwttles whiskey,
pints
The above described property having from the date thereof, and commence contract be declared null and void and (Signed)
FRANK W. CLANCY,
been seized for violation of Section 6 Act work in the construction oi said hono effect.
Attorney General,
of
March 8, 1897.
First Alternate
Any person claiming the above describ- tel within three months af.er the payBe
imIt
Further
That
Resolved,
to
is
ed property required
make such claim, ment of said purchase price as aforeMward Safford, son of Traveling
in compliance with law, to the undersigned
upon the passing of these Auditor
within thirty days from the first publication said, before he was to receive a deed mediately
Charles V. Safford, is first
resolutions by this board a contract be
of this notice- H, P.BAKDSHAK,
from said school board for said promalternate at Annapolis academy, and
Collector.
all
entered
into
by
parties in interest was designated as such
ises.
by Delegate
in accordance with the stipulations
to Congress W. H. Andrews, two
And Whereas, at the July meeting, and terms of these resolutions.
e TIlTiJ
VPS rS HPT!
Ttlo rcclivnnfn
1909, of said board said option conHACK
It is further understood that the
te
p'ta
in
line
tract was by the vote of the board ex- rentals and
profits of said property for the appointment
Prom
tended to the 8th day of October, 1909, f,hall belong to the school board
until
Taking an Inventory,
and that on the 4th day of October, the deed for said property De turned
BARRAJNCA TO TAOS
Immediately upon the vacating of
1909, said option was further extendto the said DeVargas Hotel Com- me executive mansion
Meets Both. North South ed until the 10th day of February, over
by Governor
pany under the terms and conditions
n. v. Burke, upon order of
urry,
3910, under the same terms and condi hereof.
Bounds Trains.
Captain A. S. Brookes, will take an
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
inventory of the executive mansion
Pensions Granted.
the north bound train and arrives at
and transmit to the clerk certificates
Mr. James Alexander of Ft. Bayard
Taos at 7 p. m.
of death, and it is quite probable that Oliver
Ten miles shorter than any other
njiiy, a. jm., granted $G per
in all of the counties this law has not month from
June 5th, 1907.
Good
way.
covered hack and good
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy been fully complied with, therefore, I
Mr. Marion M. Anderson of Fort
teams.
nas addressed tetters to the secre- recommend to you that this would be
Bayard, N. M., granted $17 per month
of the territorial board of health a proper subject for
5.caa.e to Malc
tary
Fas
Tiling
investigation by from November 6. 1909
oexa.g'er Csmfsitalsla,
calling the attention to the law requir the grand juries in your district.
Mr. Manuel Atencio, Paraje, N. M.,
ing physicians to register births and
You will readily see that a matter
$20
granted
deaths, and also a circular letter to which is made a subject of diplomatic ber 27, 1909. per month from Decern'
the district attorneys, calling attention correspondence between
the governMr. George W. Anderson of Tucumto the complaint of the government ments of
European countires and our cari, N. M., granted $14 per month
of Austria that deaths of Austrians own
is of such import- trom January 8, 1910,
who die intestate in this Territory ance government,
as to require our most careful
Mrs. Rosario L. de Arguello of
are not reported as is required by the attention.
N. M. .granted $14 per
Chamisal,
1870.
treaty of
from
month
Very
June 18, 1909.
respectfully,
The following are Attorney General
FRANK W. CLANCY,
(Signed)
Mrs. Josepha M. Barncastle of
Clancy's letters; the first being sent to
Attorney General. Donna Anna, N. M., granted $12 per
all the district attorneys in the Ter
To Dr. Massie.
month from October 23, 1909.
ritory:
The other letter is as follows:
Mr. Pink B. Bunch of Fort Bayard,
Dear Sir: Two foreign governments Dr. J. A. Massie,
N. M., granted $17 per month from
have made complaint of failure on the
Secretary of the Territorial Board October 27, 1909.
part of New Mexican authorities to
of Health.
Mr. William H. Barney of Albureport deaths of citizens of their counSanta Fe, N. M.
N. M.,
querque,
$15 per month
try as required by treaty stipulations.
Dear Sir: Two foreign countries from November granted
1909.
17,
I
have, in consequence, sent circular have made complaint of the failure of
opiW.
Mr. Charles L. Bryant, alias Naletters to all probate clerks in the New Mexican
authorities to report thaniel L. Johnston of Chama, N. M.,
A HORSE KNOWS
territory asking them to make such deaths of citizens of those countries granted $12
per month from February
where he is well treated. At our reports to the secretary of the terri- as
by treaty stipulations, 25, 1908.
livery stable the horses we rent LOOK tory, as their offices are the only ones and required
I have sent circular letters to all
Mr. John H. Bloodworth of Silver
like horses that are perfectly kept in which the law
of the county clerks in New Mexico call- records
requires
City, N. M., granted $12 per month
Our turnouts are the finest in this deaths to be
kept, as you will see by
attention to this complaint and from August 2, 1909.
part of the country, and we rent them reference to Chapter 91, Laws of 1907. ing
tnem to make reports to
Mr. We Berrigan of Fort Bayard,
requesting
BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK
The probate clerk of Bernalillo the
secretary of the territory of the N. M., granted $17 per month from
at reasonable rates to responsible county has written me that it is a deaths of all citizens of such countries, August 12, 1909.
notorious fact that the law is not as the law
parties. Your own horses hoarded.
requires. By Chapter 91,
Mrs. Lizzie E. Butcher of Vance, N.
complied with in that county, and that Laws of 1907, it is made the
duty of M., granted $14 per month from JanWILLIAMS &
he cannot report things of which he physicians and
to report to uary 19, 1909.
has not knowledge. By Section 6 of the
clerk
of
the
probate
and
Mr. Benj. F. Brown of Fort Bayard,
county all
Light
Heavy Livery.
j the Act, a penalty Is imposed upon aeatns
and births, together with oth310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. every ptrson whose
duty it is to make er information, as you will see toy ref- (Continued on Page Six.)
j
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mid-wif-
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Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Offieprs and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
(i, Hamlltou, Vice President; J. Pheips White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fin ay
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
I
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Viiii'
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M.ii.ii,

Superintendent.

Thonqgraph

1

Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Val!ey the garden
spot of the West at an e'evalloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, suushlne everv day, but

j

000

1

"A."

0J0 CALIEJiTE HOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west has been throughly tested by the
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuo
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
Affections.
Scrofula.
line
of
daily
stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature of these waters is
plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
ing $2.50 per
$15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month. day;
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons
and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffering winter.
for Ojo Caliente
Passengers
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe
at 9 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These w?.ers contain 1.62G.24 grains same
day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Bar-anc-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

Client,

Proorietor.
Taos. County.

N

M
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,
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;

d
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Cal-letan-

j

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

-

TO

j

All

j

j

to-wi-

,

above-mentione-

cross-exami-

r.

yes

j

arlty

i

j

j
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Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

-

i

lOODY'S

LIRE

FARE

a$5.00

-

I

UISIM

mid-wiv-

fff

Fine Rigs,
Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

,

OFFICIAL MATTERS

STABLE
Reliable

Era!

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Gaspar Avenue

SALE

CHAS. CLOSSOft

LACES & EMBROIPEBIES

e have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and

designs.

PLEASE CALL AND EX A MTNF. TH

ft'iu

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Jiational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. Mt BERGERE.
nta

F,

N. M.

Manager for New Mexico.

r,t.

.

a

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,
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Why is it that most people, as they
walk along the streets or ride in the
cars, have such an unpleasant exTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
If one will observe even
pression?
P.
FRANK
the
STURGES,
people he meets in a day
casually
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. he will be impressed with the pained
Editor and President.
rnnnto.
i .1 ilip.xvpQnolila
..v.um.v,
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasuremillj ....ll.,r
sullen aim
uiaas'ccoui
nances. We live in a
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
average person is bent on some er-- j
r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
per week by carrier
Daily, per month, Ly carrier
Daily, per month, iy mail
Daily, per year, by mail
f aily

....

Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
25

2.00
1.00

Weekly, per year
.65 Weekly, six months
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
75

75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
)
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing o'rculatf
Southwest.
of
the
among the intelligent and progressive people
J

UN ION

(fe jL a eccy

j

In order to show that spitting on
the sidewalks is dangerous to health,
an investigation has been made by
Dr. .John Robertson, Medical Health
of Birmingham, England,
Officer
which shows that seven per cent of
the
expectorations collected in public
.
(oiiioH

PEfflAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

ADMINISTRATION (about securing statehood and that
that they will consent
without
WVipti Hnvpinor
Curry took Die, to almostdelay,
that will
any condition
lell,b OL "uu""B"t,uu
admission. But as can be seen
hasten
on-i
tn
be
.oi f".
cu, less .i.n
mini mire jrais
'from the action of the Democratic,
,
iwt, uinc territorial central committee at Alaccurate, on August
terdeeper than the photograph plate.
were misgivings, not only in the
buquerque on Saturday, the Democrats
P O. BROWN Agent.
Xo one wants to associate long with
ritory, but even at Washington. But again are playing for delay, are fili
A
an
cruet.
animated vinegar
dispoPhone No 23 Red
the course of time has demonstrated bustering, are dishonest with their
is
from
the
sition
guessed
angle
easily
his
with
that President Roosevelt
followers by pretending to be for one of the corners of the
mouth; a dispokeen appreciation of rugged character thing and then doing the other.
sition
moulded
is
those
by
compelling
hard
a
for
man
had chosen the right
to turn up or down. If a merry
angles
the
review
to
It
unnecessary
is
job.
A FRIEND OF SANTA FE.
heart maketh a glad countenance it is
dissensions that rent the territory at
Editor
Kleinfelter, the Xew Mex- also true that a glad countenance
the
resentment
at
furious
the time, its
ican's Pennsylvania German friend, makes a merry heart in the one who
indignities heaped upon it by special who is the publisher and editor of the has it and in the one who beholds it.
For 19 years the only
It
agents and special attorneys.
Obar Progress, near the "Iron sharpeneth iron. So a man
sprightly
class tonsorial parlor
first
'
seemed as if the Republican party eastern limits of the
territory, gives sharpeneth the countenance of his
some
it
to
Fe.
in
oanta
and
was rent, in twain,
Santa Fe the following appreciative friend."
seemed laughable to send here from
OUR
NEW
PITCH
that reminds Santa Fe peothe Philippines a Democrat who might publicity,
TREATMENT
of some of the assets they too
were
Almost
ple
the
into
turned
$30,000
have had experience in keeping Moros often
territorial treasury today by Super- is
neglect:
in check, but who would be easy prey
guaranteed to cure, (no,t only
of Insurance Jacobo Chaves,
in
no
intendent
share
Obar
has
"The
Progress
Dandruff, falling hair &
for the intriguers and megalomaniacs
relieve,
the coming fight in regard to the capi- as the receipts for the month of Jan- other
irritations. We also
of Xew Mexico.
scalp
location. The present location is uary. This is a nice little nest egg, car
tal
a
ry complete tine of all the
Governor Curry had been absent
good enough for us unless Obar gets equivalent to half a mill of taxation.
the
from
returned
had
he
many years,
Under Superintendent Chaves and his popular hair and facial tonics.
in the race.
efficient assistant Lienau, the insurHERPICIDE.DE LUXE QUiNINE & HTCH
acPhilippines only the day before.
"In that event, watch our knee
Those who heard the inauguration tion.
ance department has been not only
BATHS BATHS BATHS
speeches, especially that of Attorney
"But whether Santa Fe wins or a source of profit to the taxpayers but
could
B.
General A.
Fall, thought they
loses in the capital fight, she has an a safeguard against wild cat and irreAgeuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
The
hear the roar of the breakers that asset, all her own that is not affected sponsible insurance companies.
Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
officials have administered their trust
would wreck the ship of state, and
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
by politics and which grows more val- with
Hon. Frank H. Hitchcock, later post- uable as the years come and go.
honesty and conscientiousness and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
for which
must give them
master general, who was present, left
All work is guaranteed; your
"This asset is to be found in the due credit. the public
the hall of representatives in the cap-ito- l,
socks are mended and buttons
remains of the dwellsewed on you shirts, without
shaking his head. But Governor ings of that
race which
extra charge.
Curry put on the velvet glove. Be- had established a civilization in the
The first step toward the construc
neath was the mailed fist, but he es- Rio Grande valley when our Anglo-Saxo- tion of the much needed De Vargas PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
sayed forth in a conciliatory mood. He
ancestors were disputing with hot,el has been taken and from now
made it plain that he was a Republi- the
more savage wild boar on, there should be no further delays. ,
scarcely
can, not merely in form, but convinced the
possession of the forests of Ger- The crowds in the city today should
of the righteousness of Republican
and the forbears of the Spanish be argument enough that a big tourmany
He was firm in resisting
ist hotel is needed, for every nook
principles.
grandee were hunting the wild goat of
and cranny in the city is filled and
importunities, even of his closest the Pyrenees with wooden spears.
is to be done with the crowds
what
friends, when the issue was one of
number
"In the. handsome holiday
right or wrong, and he had made up of the Santa Fe Xew Mexican there is that will come tomorrow it is difficult
to foretell. Santa Fe, year in and year
his mind what was right. He engaged a
e
page of pictures of the
out, attracts more people than any
in constructive statesmanship rather homes of these
primeval Xew Mexithan mere politics. Instead of devot- cans.
Oijer place in the Territory, as a matter of course, but if Santa Fe had a
a
to
building up political
ing his time
"There are also pages of elegant modmachine, he worked for good roads; ern homes, but these hold no special modern tourist hotel, with every convenience that men of wealth are acinstead of engaging in intrigues; he interest for us.
customed to, twice as many people as
irrichaos
of
the
into
order
brought
"These may be seen in any big city. now come would make
this city a
of
pochasing
gation affairs; instead
Where prices arc lowest
"Xobody is compelled to go to Santa stopping place for themselves and
litical chimeras he pushed the cause Fe to look at a
or a families.
of public education to the front. And
pretty home.
for safe - quality"
all this served to unite the Repubabound in many places.
"They
lican party more firmly than ever;
It is worthy of comment, that the
"But if we want to see how the real
pleased the mass of the people; help- pioneers of Xew Mexico lived, (and completion of the work of marking
One Resolution to Make
ed the finances of the territory; we are
going just as soon as we can the census examination papers for
More
Xew
people raise the price,) we will have to go to
Mexico, brings out the fact that
brought immigration.
came to Xew Mexico during Governor Santa Fe.
a greater percentage of the candidates
Curry's administration than' during
What other 1910 Resolu
"They say there are twenty thou- passed in Valencia county than in any
any two decades preceding. Xew Mex- sand of these ancient ruins in Santa other county of the territory, and that
tion youmay make
ico bonds command a higher prem- Fe's
every one who passed in that county,
so to speak.
backyard,
ium than ever before; territorial and
"If properly 'played up' and proper- is a native horn New Mexican. As a
Resolve now that you will
cojnty finances are in better shape ly backed with good hotel accommoda- rule, the papers returned by educated
than ever before. The territory has tions and a clean
born
showed
native
citizens
trade at KAUNK & OO. the
greater
city this one at- neatness
more miles of good roads than ever traction will make this
more
care
to
as
and
details
Mecca
city the
coming year. Jt is a resoluthan did the average of papers from
before; it is getting together the data of the world's most desirable
In your own Interest, for
tion
for a most valuable hydrographic
others. In view of the fact that the
measurestream
means
is
the best possible
It
native citizens are much maligned on
survey;
making
ments; is inaugurating projects under
The New Mexican is in receipt of account of their alleged backwardness,
table supplies at lowest posthe
Act;
progressing a printed cop of .the report of the this revelation, and it came as a reveCarey
sible prices.
material statehood hearing before the Senate lation to the supervisor of the census,
of
line
every
along
condiI'nder
these
committee on territories, at which ex- is remarkable.
activity.
it is no more than just to Goveronr L. Bradford Prince, Hon.
tions,
say that Governor Curry's administraXo governor of Xew Mexico was ever
Chares A. Spiess, Hon. Bird 6. Coler,
KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
tion has been a most successful one; Judge X. B. Laughlin, and Arizona inducted into office under more auspi& Co, the logical store for you
and
has given more than it promised
representatives.,
spoke on behalf of cious circumstances than will be Govto patronize through T910.
that Governor Curry has made good the territories in the matter of the ernor Mills tomorrow. With the prom
in every sense of the word.
railroad bonded indebtedness of San- ise for statehood so bright, with the
ta Fe and Pima counties. The speak- Republican party united and harmon
ers were often interrupted by pointed ious, with the Territory in the best
PLAYING FOR DELAY.
The demand of the Democrats of questions from members of the com- shape possible, financially, industrialthe Territory that the apportionment mittee, which demonstrated that the ly and from every other aspect, and
for the constitutional convention be Senators were not entirely unin with a man of such talent, force of
& COMPANY
based on the census of 1910 is unrea- formed in the matter. In some in character and judicial poise as Gov
sonable and is cunningly designed to stances, Santa Fe county appeared in ernor Mills is acknowledged to be,
bad
because it was shown at the head, the lines of Xew Mexidelay statehood. The census returns ratherthe light had not
that
county
only failed to co have fallen into pleasant places.
will not be compiled
until many
months after the census and it will pay the interest on the railroad
be the end of the year before the pop- bonds, but also on other bonds,
Already 42 per cent of the taxes
ulation of the different counties will the legality of which has never for 1909 have been collected In this
be known and announced.
But aside been questioned. This failure to pay Territory although the second fifty
from that, such an apportionment even the interest on an apparently per cent does not fall due until June
YOU TAKE
would be manifestly unfair. In east just debt has prejudiced Santa Fe 1, 1910. Xever before in the history
PAINS
not
at
case
Washington of the
only
era New Mexico are thousands upon county's
were taxes collected
Territory
thousands of people who have not yet but also in the financial world. The so closely and so impartially as at to maKe me cnu-dre- n
acquired citizenship in Xew Mexico; authorities and citizens of Santa Fe present. Why should not the Republilook pretty
there are thousands more who will not county should get together and refund can officials be given credit for this
a day.
for
just
be here next year and thousands who their legal indebtedness on a just evidence of excellent financial
not
preserve
Why
have no interest in this Territory at basis and then pay the interest and
the memory of
all. This was demonstrated at the sufficient into a sinking fund to
their prettiness by
when thousands liquidate eventually the entire debt.
election of 1908,
The press which plays considerable
means of
stayed away from the polls althougu
a part politically and otherwise in
the campaign was one of the hardest It is with more than formal sorrow of
PERMANENT
Xew Mexico, will be well represent
fought in the history of the Territory. that the community heard of the death ed at the inauguration and will
PHOTOGRAPHS
carry
The election returns for November, of Postmaster S. B. Grimshaw. His the
good tidings to all ends of the
he
much
a
was
a
are
better basis, for they
1908,
temperament;
sunshiny
that one good governor is Platinum Prints
represent the rank and file of the was by nature an optimist who always territory
succeeded
being
by another good one representee highes
citizenship of the Territory who have encouraged by word and deed every- and that all is right and auspicious
'
standard 'in Photo-raph- y
sufficient interest in its welfare to thing that tended for the welfare of with the commonwealth.
and will not
come out and vote at a general elec the community. He was an example
discolor
fade
lor
earnesttion. That such basis of representa- of sobriety, of industry, of
Edward Payson Weston will (pass
tion would be exceedingly fair to the ness, of devotion to family, of honYOU CAN GET
Democrats is shown by the fact that esty, of public spirit. Those who Lamy on inauguration day. He should
THEM HERE
the vote was evenly divided, there be knew something of the worries that be persuaded) to take a sidecar sleeper
a steel
ing only a few hundred difference foe harassed him the past few months, to Santa Fe to attend the governor's surpassing
engraving in softtween that cast by the two parties, his anxiety to serve a public that was reception.
ness ani tone.
that despite the fact, that New Mexi- hard to please and to fill the most
ILaa Vegas has captured the Capital,
co Is today Republican by 10,000 ma- difficult position in the community,
EI Pinon Gallery
jority. If any one would have reason wondered at his outward cheerfulness and Santa Fe and all there is in it,
to complain of an apportionment on but were quick to recognize that whtn are placed at the disposl of the visit- : Carlos ierra
the 1908 election basis, it is the Re- his last illness came that he was ' 'a ors of the Meadow City, for one day
xA
at least.
publicans, hut these are so earnest martyr to duty.
A SUCCESSFUL

J.

L, A,

PALEN,

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

J. B.

President,

HOGHES.lice-Presiden-

BEAD, Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

FRAKK McKAKE,

t.

consumption germs.

On the other hand the dust collected
from the floors of the cottages of the
Adirondack
Cottage Sanitarium has
that; we are all rushing to get some- been found to be free of tuberculosis
With this abthing or somewhere.
germs, showing that a careful consorbing our attention we haven't sumptive is not dangerous.
time to attend to our facial expression. We are not sure, however, that
The "Statehood Edition" of the Althis is a matter of permissible indifTribune Citizen on Saturference. If one does not believe that buquerque
was very creditable and gave a
day
his countenance adds to or detracts
idea of the progress and prosanything' from the lives or expressions good of the
Territory.
perity
of others let him pause for a moment
now
"Billiken."
before that
celebrated
It is almost impossible to look at the
little imp and not smile. The Japanese teach their maids in the hotels,
and those also in higher walks of life,
the art of smiling. They are compelled to practice before a mirror. One
can not stay long in Japan without
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
being inoculated with the disposition
to "look pleasant." The "look pleas- Returns Thursday and Friday.
ant, please," of the photographer goes AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop

I

R.

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Canking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
3
2
2
2
3

5
5

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans rnone on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foriign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal

advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
cj
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
d as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- 2 ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
5 public is respecfully solicited.
3uu ruTruTrmrmruTjrurryT
b
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PALACE HOTEL

MiLUMmU

mum

.

in

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

in

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

well-preserv-

n

HS.KAU

one-tim-

& Co.

J

Proprietor

GROCERS

sky-scrap-

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FRESS THE BUTTON

"WE DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA.
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEPropritor.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 100

TOMAS P. DELQAD0 Mgr.

HERE IS

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

other

articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J.'S CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.
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MONDAY,

28,
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PERSONAL MEN! ION

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Sheriff T. P. Talle of Gallup, is at

the Claire hotel.

E. Call, a traveling man from
is at the Palace.
Richard Dunn, a lumber man of
Las Vegas, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Jahren of Wagon j
Mound, are at tlio Claire hotel.
Dr. D. L. Chamberlain of Albuquerque is an inauguration visitor.
District Attorney John E. Griffith of
Socorro, is at the Claire hotel.
District Attorney Alfredo Ruiz is
over from Gallup, McKinley county.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Stern are up
from the Duke City for the inauguration.
District Attorney and Mrs. Elmer
E. Studley of Raton, are at the Palace
hotel.
Attorney and Mrs. William B. Bunk- er and Mrs. A. Menuett, are here from
Las Vegas.
Attorney E I,. Midler nf Mhnrmer- que, is mixing with the inauguration
throng today.
County Treasurer Etigenio Romero
of Las Vegas, is in Santa Fe for the
Ease and plenty of OLD AGE ca n come
only from work and saving
inaugural exercises.
during your younger, energetic days.
old
be
want
and
to
District Attorney ). T. Toombs of
poor?
Do you
Clayton, Union county, was one of
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
last evening's arrivals.
We pay liberal interest consistent
with safety.
Attorney X. C. Frenger of Las Cru-cewas an arrival on yesterday's
Santa Fe train.
&
Attorney Herbert W. Wolcott of
Alamogordo, is in the Capital for the
supreme court session.
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Martinez and Squire Hartt of Taos, are
hc;e for the inauguration.
C- Mounted Policeman .1. B. Rusk of
Chama and Rafael Gomez, are in San(Established 1882)
ta Fe for the inauguration.
District Attorney E. R. Wright of
Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, is an
-Iinauguration visitor.
Judge Ira A. Abbott arrived here
yesterday for the inauguration and is
registered at the Palace.
Dr. W. H. Harrison, the trachoma
(
ovnort loft thi mnrninjr on another
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
trip to the Indian pueblos.
Dr. and Mrs. Xorthwoodof Wagon
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
Mound, have arrived to attend the inV.

VA

Paso

We have just received a freshship
merit of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.

Aivffif
teSl

Vfe3?Jf

When you want a good glove, bat
or ball, come in and let us show
you some "GOOD ONES"

Spaulding 1910 Record Books

NO TROUBLE

I

TRUST

JAP. A.LAC will made old fur.
niture Jock like new.
All kinds of floor paints, oils
varnishes, Akbastine and Kal-

-

CO.

somine

ALL KINDS OF FARMING

WATSON & COMPANY

O

EAL ESTATE

TO SHOW GOODS

IT IS NEAR HOUSE
CLEANING TIME

s,

UNITED STATES BANK

FOR SALE
HERE

A

MVJI

ET IV I
EL.

IM

O
TO
I

IMPLEMENTS

F0R T1IR FAMOUS
STUDEBAKER WAGONS

Everything in Hardware

NSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.

We have everything in the above lines.

119 San Francisco

TH f

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

auguration.
District Attorney L. O. Fullen of
Roswell, is here for the inauguration.
He is at the "Palace hotel.
Postoffice Inspector A. B. Crawford
is up from Albuquerque to take
charge of the local postoffice.
District Attorney and Mrs. George
S. Klock of Albuquerque, are among
the visitors for the inauguration.
Attorney W. J. Lucas, of Las Vegas,
is here for the inauguration of Governor Mills and is registered at the

Dhnna
Port Wrt
IUUU0. flOU flU. 48Q
103

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

g-

-

FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs. FOR THE HOUSE
from chinaware to stoves, and
fine
of desks, chairs, table
a
Also
assortment
ranges,.,
and hat racks. Wagner folding
for the b&bies.
They are GREAT!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
something to interest you.

All kinds of furnishings

go-car-

ts

uD 1 mm
are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is

it can be absolutely relied upon

by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
architects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 146 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

PAY
amid

Will Fill Every Prescription
With strictest care and unfailing fidelity to
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend
on the medicine he prescribes to admit of
the slightest deviation, carelessness or substitution.
ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST DRUGS
are employed. That means not alone the
right medicine but also the right strength
aud Ithe quickest cure. Moderate charges n
spite of our ext ra care and extra quality.
STR1PL1NG-BDRR0WS- &

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

If you want anything on eartu
a New Mexican Want Ad.
.

A

, They Go. FAST, but then
yts
MARCH IS HEBE AND EVERY ONE IS

I have received a fine

line of Silk
Waists etc.

for

Shir

RUSmnG HIMSELF, TO KEEP IN
STYLE. WE CAN SAVE YoU A FEW.

LATEST
In Tailored and Ready
to Wear Hats for Early
Wear.

BUSTER,

MISS A. MUGLER.
Southeast Corner Plaza.

its .spring

Palace.
guests of Mrs. Jaffa, 405 East Palace
Colonel E. W. Dobson of Albuquer- avenue.
Celestino Ortiz formerly of this city
que, is here to attend the supreme
court session and to remain over for and now a prosperous merchant at
the inauguration.
Torrance county, is in the
Governor Curry is the guest of Inter- city and will remain until the end of
nal Revenue Collector Henry P. the week.
Hon. Eufracio Gallegos of Gallegos,
Barshar, at the latter's home on
Union county, who was one of the
street.
members of the legislative council last
District Attorney and Mrs. W. H. H.
is busy shaking hands with
year,
Llewellyn of Las Cruces, are at the friends in the Capital.
Palace hotel. They have come for
W. A. Fleming Jones, secretary of
the inauguration.
conservation commission and
the
Editor William M. Berger of the
at Las Cruces, has arBelen Tribune, was among the visitors
the inauguration toto
attend
rived
in Santa Fe today. As usual he is
morrow. He is at the Claire.
boosting for Belen.
Sovereign Adviser W. A. Fraser of
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president of
Texas, is in Santa Fe and will
Dallas,
well
the Legislative Council, and the
tomorrow
evening address an open
known Las Vegas attorney, is here for
Coronado Camp Xo. 3,
of
meeting
the inauguration.
of
the World.
Woodmen
kof
Santa
R. J. Taupert, formerly
and Mrs.
Committeeman
National
Fe, Dr. Hess and Charles T.rembell,
are among the advance guard of visit- Solomon, Luna are guests "at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere on
ors from Las Vegas.
avenue. They came up for the
Attorney C. J. Roberts, of Raton, Grant
member of the legislature, is at the inauguration of Governor Mills.
Palace hotel. He will stay here until
Judge and Mrs. F. W. Parker of Las
after the inauguration.
Cruces, are here to attend the inauHon. Jefferson Raynolds of Las Ve- guration ceremoines tomorrow. The
gas, is the guest of his son, Superin judge, who has just been reappointed
tendent J. W. Raynolds and will re for the fourth time, is registered at
main over for the inauguration.
the Palace hotel.
School
Attorney H. M. Dougherty and Miss
County
Superintendent
Mirabal, and member of the Marjorie Dougherty of Socorro, are
legislature, is in Santa Fe from his among the Gem City visitors here.
home at San Rafael, Valencia county. Owing to a business engagement Mr.
Among the Denverites .in the city Dougherty will be unable to remain
over tomorrow.
today are Mr. and Mrs J. F. FerguMr. and Mrs. O. A. Foster of the
son, Edward Franklin, J. S. Gray, H.
Hall, Robert Bennett and J. M. Day. Raton Dailv Ranee, who have not
Chief Justice William H. Pope is missed any of the recent inaugura
making his home during the inaugural tions, arrived from the Gate City yesfestivities, at the home of Mr. and terday. Mrs. Foster is gaining fame
Mrs. John H. Walker, on Grant ave- as a poet and writer of sketches.
J. A. Kennedy, representing the Innue.
ternational
Correspondence School, is
Dr. and Mrs. R. Smart are up from
hotel. The schools have
at
Claire
the
to
attend
the
Albuquerque
inauguration. Dr. Smart has been appointed a number of students in this city and
surgeon
general of the. National their total registration throughout the
world is nearly one and a third
Guard.
Mrs. Jaffa and Miss Rosenwald of
Albuquerque, and Miss Praeger of
Roswell arrived yesterday and are
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Ornamental Doors.

perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so

LADIES

try

Sil-vest-

Hniir

Flnrnr

mens ready to wear
perfect fitting
received. we are now
clothing just our
newer patterable to offer
patrons
fabrics-mor- e
ns-better
fitting
qualities-an- d
real
in
serviceability real hand tailored-a- ll
clothing
than has ever before been shown in
this city. the latest fifth avenuej
models.
are form
collars and shoulders
are
of service
full
linings
retaining,
and the fabrics are those sanctioned
.

shape-retaini- ng

wool-ready-to-w- ear

BY THE GREAT STYLE CENTERS.

popular prices $15,00 and $20.00
W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
CLARENDON

r.nnnM
UAKUciN

Whte, iSP tJlOSe

CJaffK

Santa Fe Water

plaCeS
AND

BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS, choice apples

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

FRESH fjAIH K(J(S overy day
ROASTING CHICKKNS- -

BAY
CUI UtUI

This space next week for Electric Irons
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company

now.

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Vyaiulottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGOS FOR HATCHING.

QnnirA

n and after Marsh 1st.
:

CUY FLOWERS, WEDDING

1
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St, Louis Rocky Mt.
Pacific

OFFICAL MATTERS.
$10 per

month from

August 11, 1909.

Company.

Railway

granted

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

NATURES CURE

(c (o

(Continued From Page Three.)
N. XI.,

M.

28, 1910.

Visa, X. XL, granted $12 per month
from XIarch 22, 1909.
Mr. Englebert Weinhardt of Tucumcari, X. XL, granted $24 per month
from October 1, 1909.
Xlr. James A. Watson of Field, X.
XL, granted $12 per month from Sep-

In a disease so painful as Rheumatism, medicines containing opiate
demons of Fort Bay and
g
drugs are often used. Such treatment is dangerous
tember 24, 1909.
because it frequently causes the sufferer to become addicted to th
ard, N. M., granted $30 iter month
from October 27, 1900.
drug habit, but medicines of this nature are always injurious to the system i
Notice for Publication.
Rheumatism is a disease of the blood, and its cure depends entirely upon
Mr. .John R. Crunirine of Lake Valblood
03731. Not coal land.)
as
As
the
of
circulation.
the
remain,
(Serial
long
purification
ley, X. M., granted $12 per month thorough
saturated with uric acid, an inflammatory condition of the nerves, muscle Department of the Interior,
1909.
from February 23,
and tendons of the body will exist, and the pains, aches, soreness, and ho?
U. S. Land Office.
Mr. William D. Cannon of Red feverish flesh of Rheumatism will continue.
The one safe and sure cure fr
Santa Fe, N. XL, Feb. 19, 1910.
made
entirel
is
S.
S. S. It is nature's remedy for this disease,
.
Miles From
iMtles From)
So 1,
,.
Nl
River, X. M., granted $12 per month Rheumatism
Notice
is hereby given that Ramon
Des Moines
SlAllONb.
.lAlLY'.
LY
DA
Raton
of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots, herbs and barks fro
from August 2, 1909.
Sandoval, of Cow Springs, (P. O.
is
in
not
the
S.
that
S.
does
S.
natural
forests.
contain
the
slight??
anything
X.
Mr. Dick Carter of Fort Bayard,
Lamy), X. XL, who, on March 29,
injurious to the system. It is absolutely and purely vegetable, an
M OO'ft. m.
0
49
5
N: M. Arr,
I.v. lts Molues.
p. m,
M., granted $r0 from October 27, 1909. way
h
S.
S.
cures
S.
1904, made homestead entry (Serial
Rheumatism
of
"
or
kind.
from
sedatives
free
" Ruuialdo,
46
lit 12 a. ru.
any
6 IB p. m.
opiates
Lv.
Mr. Egbert Crandall of Carlsbad, X. removing the uric acid from the circulation, it makes the blood pure, ric
10 35 a. m.
" Dedmaii
11
88
4 55 p. m.
N
03731) Xo. 7871, for SE
SE
"
10 50 a. m.
16
82
4 36 p. m.
n
$12 per month from JanM.,
NE
SE
SW
granted
"
Sec.
"
T.
" Oapul
11 05 a. m
20
1,
'.
29
25
4
p. m.
Vigil
11 20 a. m
"
28
24
muscles, nerves, joints and bones, it nourishes every portion of the b '
'."
S 55 p. m.
13 N., R. 11 E., X. XL P. Xleridian.
'J
uary 14, 1910.
"
11 45 a. in.
"
" Thompson
81
IB
S 30 p. m
with natural, healthful properties. Book on Rheumatism and any medx.
Cunningham
of
O.,
Mr.
Portsmouth,
has filed notice of intention to make
Harry Coyan
12 20 p. m.
" Ollfton House Jnaotlon "
"
7
2 55 p. m
U
advice free to all who write and request it.
12 45
2 80 p. m"
$12 per month from January
final five year proof, to establish
Arr.
Arr.
p.m.
granted
0
w
M
3 30 p.m.
R,TnN
m25
12
Lv.
P.
Lv.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA,
claim to the land above described, be4, 1909.
" Ollfton House Junction
"
3 60 p.m.
42
12 05 p. m7
Lv.
4 15 p. m.
"
"
" Preston
48
11 40 a.
18
Mr. Charles E. Carson of Fort Bayfore the register and receiver, U. S.
"
" Koehler
"
11 06 a' m58
28
p m.
X'. M., granted $24
"
4 55 p.m.
land office, at Santa Fe, N. XL, on the
"
" Koehler Jujt.
56
11 15 a. m20
per month
ard,
Xlr. David Stitse of Hillsboro, X. XL, 14th
5 60 p. m.
" Colfax
"
"
S8
X. XL, granted $12 per month from
88
$10 15 a. m
1909.
from
12,
day of April, 1910.
August
l 15 p. m.
"
" Oerrososo
"
77
41
9 43 a. mOctober 15, 1909, also accrued.
granted $15 per month from Novemnames as witnesses:
6 86 p.m.
Claimant
X.
M.,
F.
of
Mr.
9 25 a.
Hyer,
Arr
Cooper
lvBenj.
mvrARRniL
81
47
N. M.
08 p.m.
C, 1909.
7 50 a.
ber
Lv.
rr
Victoriano GarFort
T.
of
Edw.
Bayard,
Sandoval,
Xlr.
31,
month
from
Jones
Eulogio
$15
July
per
" Nash
granted
10 p.m.
88
7 40 a,
60
N. M.
Lv
XIrs. Xlartha J. Shelton of Silver cia, Francisco
"
Filiberto
" Harlan
ii X. XL,
"
23 p.m.
89
7 25 a. m
Sandoval,
68
$S per month from Xlay
1909.
granted
"
"
7 00 a.m.
94
7.45 p.m.
59
Ute Hark
City, X'. XL, granted $12 per month XIartinez, all of Lamy, N. XI.
Mrs. Tennie Codlin of Raton, X'. M..,' 3 1909.
X1AXTJEL R. OTERO,
for
Xlr. Gyher Jenkins of Las Cruces, from December 10, 1909, and $2
granted $12 per month from June 19,
same
from
date.
child
Register.
190S.
X. XL, granted $12 per 'month from
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N.
X.
N.
M.,
of
Duke
of
Matthew
Xlr.
Mr.
Inez,
James
Stevens
Deming,
1909.
M., 6:15 p. m.
September 2S,
from OcfConnects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., granted $15 per month from December
Xlr. Charles T. Johnston of Fort XL, granted $12 per month
1909.
1909.
11.
18,
tober
55
m.
a.
8;
Bayard, X. XL, granted $17 per month
Mr. James E. Downe- - of Silver City, from
Mrs. Xlaria F. S. de Sandoval of
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
July 13, 1909.
X. M., granted $15 .per month from
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
Xlr. Henry H. Knowlton of Aztec, Xambe, X. XL, granted $14 per month
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
February 2, 1910.
X. XL, granted $15 per month from from April 30, 1909.
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
Mr. Alex Delph of Mineosa, X. M., Xovember 13, 1909.
No. S, 9:27 a. m.
XIrs. Laura J. Smith of Portales, X.
E. C. ABBOTT
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
granted $8 per month from January
Xlr. Henry C. King of Farmington, XL, granted $12 per month from July
Attorney-at-LaTrack connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. 21, 1910.
X. XL, granted $12 per month from 24, 1909.
Practice in the District and Su"c S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W.
Mr. George H. Dean of Dunlap, X.
at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
3, 1910.
Mr. Wm. Sparks of Rociada, N. M., preme Courts.
January
Prompt and careful
AuNorthwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
month
from
M., granted $15 per
XIrs. Juliana Kohl of Aztec, N. XL, granted $15 per month from Septem- attention given to all business.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
gust IS, 1909.
$12
month from August ber 23, 1909.
New Xlexico
Santa Fe,
Itayadp, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Mr. Harry Davis of Fort Bayard, X. granted alsoper
accrued.
Xlr. Wm. S. P. iSansberry of Farm
30, 1909,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
M., granted $12 per month from July
Xlr. Thomas G. Lynd of Fort Bayard, ington, X. XL, granted $6 per month
CHARLES F. EASLEY
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
12, 1909.
from
month
$24
X.
XL,
and
October
$12
from
per
1907,
4,
granted
per
Ranchos
(Late Surveyor General)
de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
Juesta,
Mr. Samuel Eccles of Roswell, N. December 22, 1909.
1909.
from
month
Attorney-at-La21,
July
M., granted $12 per month from Octoe. J, DEDJMAN,
Xlr. Elmer B. Warwick of
W. A. GORMAN,
Xlr. Frank X. Storm of Fort Bayard,
J. van HOUTEN;
Land and Xlining business a spec1909.
ber 19,
N. XL, granted $12 per month XT. XL, granted $30 per month from ialty.
Superintendent V. Pres. and Gen Mqr Gen- - Pass- - Agen Mr. John F. Fishback of Causey, X. from Xovember
6, 1909.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
August 12, 1909.
M
RATON.
RATON, N iW.
RATON, N, Nl M., granted $10 per month from March
Xlr. Xlarcus F. DeLaunay of DealXlr. Jose de Jesus Sanchez of Santa
11 1908.
CATRON & CATRON
ing, X. XL, granted $12 per month Rosa, N. XL, granted $15 per month
Fetterman of
Mr.
from January G, 1910.
9, 1909.
from
and Counsel
August
Attorneys
X. XL, granted $12 per month
XIrs. Xlary R. Lyons of Silver City,
Office:
'Xlr. Alfred Stinson of Roanoke, X.
Catron Block
1909.
from September 21,
N. XL, granted $12 per month from XL, granted $15 per month from Oc- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Mrs. Espimenia Madril de Flores of
20, 1909, and $2 per month from tober 15, 1909.
Xlay
Galisteo, X. XL, granted $12 per month
G. VOLNIEY HOWARD
XIrs. Eliza Thomas of Portales, N.
Xlay 20, 1909, for minor child.
from May 13, 1909.
FOR
Xlr. Thomas Lannon of Hillsboro, XL, granted $12 per month from June
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
Xlr. John B. Findly, Jr., of French,
X. XL, granted $15 per month from 15, 1908.
in
all Courts of Territory
Practice
XT. ML,
granted $0 per month from Au- September 4, 1909.
Mrs. Lucia C. de Tafoya of Taos, N.
Speaks
Spanish
gust 13, 1901, and $10 per month from
Xlr. Wm. Leek of Carlsbad. X. XL, XL, granted $12 per month from Octo'Phone 192 Black
November 3, 1909.
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
$12 per month from August ber 1, 1909.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
XIrs. Anna XL Fisk of Denver, Okla., granted
1909.
New Xlexico
Des
of
25,
Mr.
Santa
Xlichael
Vanderventer
Fe,
Douglas, and all Points in New
granted $12 per month from July 1,
Xlr. Juan Lucero of Casa Salazar, X. Xloines, X. XL, granted $12 per month
1909, also accrued.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
RENEHAN & DAVIES
XL, granted $20 per month from Sep-- ! fr0m Xovember 12, 1909.
XIrs. Xlaria Ignacia D. Fernandez
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
E. P. Davies
XIrs. Benita L. Valdez of Sebolla, X. A. B. Renehan
tember 29. 1909.
of Talpa, X. XL, granted $12 per
Attorneys-at-LaXIrs. Bonifacia Chavez de Xlontoya 'XL, granted $12 per month from NoCENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
month from August 31, 1909, also ac- of Sandoval, N. XL,
Practice in the Supreme and Disgranted $12 per vember 16, 1908.
crued.
1909.
XIarch
from
Xlr.
11,
month
Howard S. Ward of Fort Bay- trict Courts. Xlining and Land Law a
&
El
XIrs. Xlaria A. T. de Gonzales of
Office in Catron Block.
XIrs. Thania C. XIack of Albuquer- ard, X. XL, granted $10 per month specialty.
Almeda, X. XL, granted $12 per month
New Mexico
X. XL, granted $12 per month from August 28, 1909.
Santa Fe
que,
from April 28, 1909.
from September 23, 1908.
Xlr. John A. Wolford of Silver City,
Xlr. Diego Gonzales of El Rito, X.
G. W. PRICHARD
Xlr. George A. Xlilmine of Las du- X. XL, granted $20 per month from
XL, granted $15 per month from No.N. XL, granted $20 per month December 6, 1909.
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
ces,
vember 6, 1909.
1909.
in
all the District Courts
Practice
from October 22,
Xlr. Joseph Willaims of Fort BayXlr. Thomas Green of Fort Bayard,
attention to cases
and
Xlr. William Xlaher of Albuquerque,
X.
month
XL,
gives
special
$10
ard,
per
granted
XT. XL,
granted $14 per month from X. M., granted $30 per month from from May 6, 1908.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
For Rates and full information address
August 28, 1909.
October 10, 1906.
Xlr. John A. W'illis of Fort Bayard, Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
Xlr. Jose Gonzales of Lemittar, N.
A. FOX,
Mr. Nathan Xloorehead of Clayton, N". XL, granted $17 per month from
XL, granted $15 per month from NoC. W. G. WARD
X. XL, granted $12 per month from October 18, 1909.
"G.
vember 10, 1909.
& P. A.
Territorial District Attorney
December 17, 1909.
Xlr. Thurlow A. Wright of Hachita,
Xlr. William H. Garner of Wagon
El Paso Texas.
Xlr. George W. Xlartin of Ingleville,
N. XL, granted $8 per month from For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Xlound, X. XL, granted $12 per month X. XL,
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
$15 per month from July 22, 1909.
granted
from August 30, 1909.
December 13, 1909.
Mr.
of
Fort
Williams
BayJoseph
Xlr. Jose Guadalupe Garcia of
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Mr. William T. Xlawbey of Fort Bay-N. XL, granted $15 per month
Attorneys-at-LaX. XL, granted $14 per month
ard,
from December 24, 1909.
Practice in the District Courts as
from Xovember 6, 1909.
Xlr. Dominiquo Grenier of Fort Baywell as before the Supreme Court of
Xlr. James H. Xlunns of Fort Bayard, X. XL, granted $24 per month
GOVERNOR
the territory.
N.
month
$12
XL,
per
ard,
granted
from Xovember 6, 1909.
New Mexico
Las Cruces.
from July 20, 190S.
Xlr. Benj. B. Goodsey or Fort BayMr. Santiago Martinez of Las
ard, N. XL, granted $12 per month
EDWARD C. WADE
X. M., granted $15 per month
from Xovember 6, 1909.
Attorney-at-La1909.
20,
from
September
Xlr. Perry Grice of Fort Bayard, N.
Practices in the Supreme and DisMr. Xlartin XIarino of Hanover, N.
XL, granted $24 per month from Xlay
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Will be Inaugurated
XL, granted $12 per month from Feb22, 1909.
Probate Court and before the U. S.
6, 1907.
ruary
Xlr. Antonio Gonzales of Las Cruces,
'Mr. George T. Xevell of Blacktower,
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
MARCH 1st. 1910
X. M., granted $15 per month from X.
Offices.
M., granted $15 per month from
- September 1, 1909.
New Mexico
Las Cruces
17, 1909.
the
occasion
For
September
this
Xlr. Jose Guadalupe Garcia of
Mr. Joseph Xewranter of Ocate, N.
sell
SANTA FE will
tickets
XT. M.,
granted $15 per month M., granted $20 per month from OcWILLIAM McKEAN
RATE OF ONE FARE
from all points in New Mexfrom August 17. 1909.
Attorney-at-La6, 1909.
tober
ico, Trinidad and El Paso,
Mr. Francis XI. Gibson of Ragland,
Mining and Land Law.
Xlr. John L. Farrott of Gallegas, N.
to the Capitil City atone
X. M., granted $15 per month from OcNew Mexico
Taos
XL, granted $17 per month from Octoround
the
fare
lor
tober 19, 1909.
trip.
ber 27, 1909.
Xlr. Jesse B. George of Centerville,
W. A. FLEMING JONES
Xlr. Thomas E. Pendergrass of Elk,
N. XL, granted $12 per month from N.
Bonds and Investments
27' 28, & Mar' lsti
M., granted $6 per month from
OF
October 4, 1909.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
1906.
21,
Xlr. Guadalupe Hidalgo of Las Ve- August
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Mrs. Francihco Patterson of Socor- -'
Return Limit March 3rd 1910
gas, XT. XL, granted $20 per month ro, N. M.,
Eastern and local bank references.
granted $12 per month
from November 22, 1909.
- New Mexico
Las cruces
from
28, 1909.
September
Xlr. John W. Henderson of Clayton,
Xlr. Stephen James Pace of Farm-TAKE THE
N. XL, granted $15 per month from
R. W. WITTMAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
ington, N. M., granted $12 per month
December 9. 1909.
Draftsman
1910.
from Januray 11,
Mrs. Clara B. de Herrera of Las
SUNIA FE all the way'
Copies furnished of records on file
Xlr. Locario Pais of Valarde, N. M.,
Vegas, X. XL, granted $12 per month
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
granted $15 per month . om December
ACCOUNT
from June 26, 1909, also accrued
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
21, 1909.
Mr. William H. Houch of Central,
Mr. William Pillman of Alamogordo,
N. XL, granted $15 per month from N. XL,
granted $12 per month from AuJanuary 10. 1910.
30, 1909.
gust
XIrs. Margetha Heck of Cimarron,
Mr. George F. Pendleton of Ute
N. XL, granted $12 per month from
N. XL, granted $15 per month
Park,
July 14. 1909, also accrued.
from August 24, 1909.
Tickets on Sale February 26th and 28th.
XIrs. Catrina Johns of Tucumcari,
Mr. Phillip N. Poe of Fort Bayard,
Return Limit March 3rd
N. M., granted $17 per month from
Mr.

Steven

T.

no-onl-

nerve-quietin-

y

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

SO
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Professional Cards

i

j
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....

Fort-Bayard-

NI- -

Wat-rou-

ASK

s,

TICKETS

J

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Paso

Southwestern

The Best Route

lors-at-La-

....

System

East or West

j

EUGENE

i

f.

...

j

j
j
i

Fol-so-

j

'

j

THE

w

MILLS

Ve-gn- s,

w

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R

Fttntm
hirers forthe round trip
FROM

M

all stations in Colorado
and New Mexico to

1

j

....

inauguration of Governor Mills

&am wi i ilea

Weak Kidneys

See the Santa Fe Agent
for particulars regarding
low rates to California and
the Northwest this Summer.

May 24, 1909.

Provercher of Salt
Lake, N. XL, granted $15 per month
from September 22, 1909.
Weak Kidneys, sorely point to weak kidney i Mr. Albert XV. Parch of Alamogordo,
urn rnuneys, uk
ana the
reives, find
their weakness, not In the organ N. XL, granted $12 per month from OcBtomach,
Itself, but in tho nerves that control and uuide tober 25, 1909.
and strengthen them. Dr. Snoop's Restorative is
Mrs. Lillian S. Ricketts of AlamoSSENGER ROUTE.
specifically prepared to reach these
a medicine nerves.
To doctor the Kidneys alone.
controlling
at
Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving Is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money as gordo, N. XL, granted accrued pension.
ing
Mr. William Raftery of Fort Bayard,
Passengers over 30 house between well.
If your back Bches or is weak, if the urine N. XL,
these points over any other route. ecalds,
granted $10 per month from
or is dark and strong, if you have symptoms
Full equipment of modern Cars in of Brights or other distressing or dangerous kid- November 6, 1909.
disease, try Dr. Snoop's Restorative a
service securing comfort to passen ney
Mr. Andrew J. Raught of Elizabeth-town-,
or Liquid and see what it can and will
do
for
you. Druggist recommend and sell
N. M., granted $12 per month
gers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. SeaU
from August 23, 1909.
Mr. Frank W. Rathe of Fort Bayard,
reserved on Auto by applying
to
N. M., granted $17 per month from i
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
j
Railway, or to Roswell Aato Co.,
Xlay 3, 1909.
New Mexico.
Mrs. Juliana Ortega Salazar of San-EO
lbs. Any
Baggage allowance
ta Fe, N. M., granted' $12 per month
amount of baggage can be carried
from February 16, 1909; also accrued,
by notifying Company at Roswell.
Mr. Esmexejildo Sanchez of Las Ve--,
gas, N. M., granted $12 per month
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
from October 2, 1909.
Xlr.

Stephen

uie.-tiearc-

ROSWELL-TORRANC-

E

U. S. MAIL AND PA
Established Jan. 10, 1906.

Service
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the
Valley and Western New Mex-

Es-lanc- la

ico.
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
c
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlv- -

AUTOMOBILE

J. W. STOCKARD.

month-Tab- lets

Rot-well-

MANAGER

,

or

hoop'
BosiorafluG

1

j

$56.90
Limit, Six
Months

Los Angeles
or San Diego
3&.UU

AND RETURN

One way, commencing
1910
March

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Fe agent for particulars, time tables
Call on or address any Santa
Literature etc. pertaining to California and
the Great Southwest.

j

H. S. LUTZ

Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

28,

THE SACTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, X. M.

1910.

MOTHERS

OFFICIAL PROGBftM OF IMMJiJliRMlUN
Tuesday, March

1, 1910.

committee calls ou Chief

Ju.st.iee William

WHO HAVE

J. Mills at

the Palace Hotel.

11:30 a. m. Staff will wait on Chief Justice Mills at the Palace hotel.
11:45 a. ni. Chief Justice and Mrs. Mills, leave the Palace hotel accompanied by staff for the Capitol. Call for Governor Curry.
12 m. Governor Mills sworn in by Justice William H. Pope on the
steps of the Capitol if weather permits. If weather is unfavorable, theu
the ceremonies will take place in the House of Representatives.
Inaugural address by Governor Mills and address by retiring Governor
George Curry.
1 p. m. Military and civic parade.
ORDER OF PARADE.
'
1. Grand Marshal and Aides.
.
2. Military band.
3. Two Companies of Militia.
4. Governor's Staff.
5. Carriage
containing Governors Mills and Curry.
6. Carriages
containing Chief Justice Pope and Secretary Jaffa.
7. Justices Supreme Court.
8. Las Vegas Band.
9. Citizens of Las Vegas.
.
,
10. Pupils of Indian School.
11. Santa Fe Fire Department.
12. Albuquerque Band.
13. Albuquerque Citizens.
14. Pupils of Saint Michael's College.
15. Territorial Officials and Citizens in Carriages.
LINE OF PARADE.
Parade will form on Gahsteo Street west side of the Capitol.
Aides and all organizations participating will report at 11 a. m. at

DAUGHTERS

car-:i'-

Find Help in LydiaE. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
Hudson, Ohio. "If mothers realized
the good your remedies would do delicate girls I believe there would be
II ewer weak and ail- i i ii? women.
Irreg

zzsc

it

iv

ular and

painful
and such

periods
troubles would

bo
relieved at once in
many cases. Lydia
K.

l'inkham's

Vege-

table Compound is
line for ailing girls
n
wo
and
men. Their delicate
organs need a tonic
and the Compound
gives new ambition and life from the
Mrs. i KontiK Steicklek,
tirsrdose.
Hudson, Ohio, 11. So. 5, J5ox 32.
Hundreds of such letters from
run-dow-

!

Young Girls, Heed This.

Mansion.

Girls who are troubled with painful
or irregular periods, backache, headsensations, faintache, dragging-dowing spells or indigestion, should take
immediate action to ward off the serious consequences and be restored to
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Thousands have been
restored to health by its use.
n

would like special advice
If
tial letter to Mrs. Pmkhain, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.
you
alout your case write a confiden-

REPLY TO PERIODICAL
PUBLISHERS' ASSOCIATION.
Many Misstatements Alleged to Exist
in Their Pamphlet on Second
Class Postal Rates.

light-weigh-

I

post-road-

star-spangle-

star-spangle-d

VIA

,

I

rHin

iw

4

Arrive at Chicago

next
p.
80 a. m. 2nd day day

City

and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coeahes

E. P. & S

"W

J.P.LYNG,
City Freight

;Pasgenger Agent

ernment a higher rate per pound than

magazines." This involves the erroneous assumption that newspapers,
because they are hauled a small average distance, are likely to foe carried

over the short,
routes instead of the main railroad lines. As a
matter of fact, it is the main lines
light-weig-

A

WAITING GAMS.

WANTS

An old gentleman, ra'ber rrtly.
nnd clad in a somewhat youthful suit
of light gray flannel, sal on a ben h
in the park enjoying the spring dav.
MONEY
"What's the matter, sonny?'' he
Wish to borrow $200.00
asked a small urchin who lay on the, on sood security. Address Box 315,
grass just ac ross the walk and stared City.
intently at Liui. "Why don't you go
and play?''
KOIt SALE
irrigated by the
"Don't want ter," the boy replied, Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
carelessly.
"But it is not natural," the old gen- Michael, Real
tleman insisted, "for a boy to be so
quiet. Why don't you run about?''
WONTED Two yotm- - ladies with
"Oh, I'm just waitin'," the little fel- experience in newspaper voting conlow answered. "I'm just waitin' till tests. Good
pay; position permanent
that t' right, parties. Address, Contest
you get up. A man painted
15
bench
about
minutes
ago."
Editor, Denver Republican, Denver,
Sketchy Bits.
Colo.

of equipment
required for second
class matter are based on the assumption that 75 to 150 pounds of mail are
carried in each sack, while the department's figures show that the average weight of second class matter to
the sack is only 40 pound?. According
to his own statement he assumes that
the pouches used to carrv first, class
n,ail 0Il trains woih nvpr
poun(is.
while as a matter of fact pouches of
that weight have not boon carried on
railroads-- for many years. The heaviest, pouch now furnished weighs less
than 4 pounds.
He states that the depart nient. made
no allowance
for equipment, but
charged second class matter on a
basis of 00.91. per cent. This state-nien- t
is likewise untrue. The department was careful to nake the proper
allowance for equipment.
Still more remarkable is Mr. Wild
er s statement that the weight of
equipment carried in postal cars is
times as great as the weight of the
mails. He apparently fell into this
extraordinary error by taking the department's record of the weight of
mail posted at railway stations and
on the railway mail cars, which is an
insignificant part of the total amount
of mail transported. If he had compared the weight of all the mail carried in the cars with the weight of the
equipment he would have found that
the mail was far heavier than the
equipment.
It is not. surprising that an investigator capable of making so glaring
and so reckless an error as the one
last mentioned should depart very far
from fact in his general conclusions.
No Additonal
Cost for Fast Mail

grand-daughte-

QUICKTIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
t
i Will
m.
5,50
Arrive at Kansas

t,

2

The Periodical Publishers' Associa- tion of America recently appeared, by
its representative, Mr. G. W. Wilder,
before the committee on the postoffice
s
of the House of Repreand
sentatives and submitted a printed
pamphlet entitled, "An Argument on
Second Class Postal Rates from the
are not transferable.
Business Standpoint Alone." The evi- i
UNVEILING EXERCISES.
dent Tinmnse of the namnhlet is to
r
The portrait will be unveiled by Miss Tessie Berry,
of discredit the estimate made by the
Governor Bent.
postoffice department as to the cost
To take place in the Council chamber at the Capitol at 3 o'clock on of transporting and handling second- the afternoon of March 1st, 1910.
A careful anal
class mail matter.
PROGRAM.
ysis of the contentions made shows
The ritual of the order of the Daughters of the American Revolution, them to be erroneous or misleading.
conducted by Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, state regent.
Every material premise on which the
Song "America."
is based proves to be faulty,
Presentation of portrait of Governor Bent by A. B. Renehan, on behalf argument
and consequently every important conof the Board of Capitol Custodians.
clusion reached is fallacious.
Acceptance of the portrait on behalf of the Territory of New Mexico
The pamphlet not only discloses a
by Governor Mills.
surprising ignorance of the postal
Historical address on Governor Bent by Former Governor Prince.
service, but what is still more unforAddress by Governor Curry.
it shows the lack of essential
tunate,
"The
Star
Banner."
Song
Spangled
information
readily obtainable. So far
(The music will be led by the Rev. F. W. Pratt.)
as the assertions made in the pamphlet have been given credence, the peoTHE STAR SPANGLED BANNER.
ple have been misled, and the PeriOh, say, can you see by the dawn's early light,
odical Publishrs' Association owes it
What so proudly we hafl'd at the twilight's last gleaming,
to the department, to the public, and
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
to itself to make proper correction.
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
The
Department's Methods Misstated.
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
In the course of his argument the
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there,
CHORUS.
representative of the association asserts that in arriving at. the amount
d
does
wave
banner
that
Oh, say
yet
to be
of transportation expenses
O'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave?
matter
second
class
against
charged
the department used the figures G3.91
Oh, thus be it ever when freemen shall stand
as the percentage of weight of second
Between their loved home and wild war's desolation;
class matter to the total weight of
land
Blest with, vict'ry and peace, may the heav'n-rescue- d
mail carried. This statement is absoPraise the pow'r that hath made and preserved us as a nation!
Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just,
lutely untrue. The apportionment of
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust!
charges to second
transportation
And the
class matter was made on the basis
banner in triumph shall wave
of 52.99 per cent, which "was computed
O'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave.
Francis Scott Key.
from the amount of mail and equip
ment actually hauled and the length
AMERICA.
of the hauls.
The association's
representative
Let music swell the breeze,
My Country, 'tis of thee.
makes a mistake also in assuming
Sweet land of liberty,
And ring from all the trees,
that, the entire amount of second class
Of Thee I sing;
Sweet freedom's song!
mail is hauled on railroads, which is
Land where my fathers died,
Let mortal tongues awake,
not the fact.
Let all that breathe partake,
Land of the pilgrim's pride,
Length of Haul an Important Factor.
From every mountain side
Let rocks their silence ibreak,
He also persistently refuses to
Let freedom ring.
The sound prolong.
recognize the obvious effect of length
of haul, which is the principal eleOur fathers' God to Thee,
My native country, thee,
ment in determining the average cost
Land of the noble free,
Author of liberty,
of transportating a pound of mail. PosTo Thee I sing;'
Thy name I love;
sibly the reason for this is found in
I love thy rocks and rills.
Long may our land be bright
the fact that the average haul of magWith freedom's holy light;
Thy woods and templed hills,
azines has been shown to be 1,048
Protect us by thy night,
My heart wiih rapture thrills
miles and the average haul of daily
Like that above.
Great God our King.
newspapers only 291 miles.
Samuel Francis Smith.
The conclusion that there is more
expense to the government in carrying magazines an average distance of
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
1,048 miles than in carrying newspapers 291 miles is so palpably wrong
as hardly to deserve comment. Mr.
Wilder's argument is based on the
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL AND EL PASO AND
SOUTHWESTERN fact that the cost of carrying a pound
of mail is greater on certain short
RETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4 a. m.
railroad routes, where the weights of
Leaving El Paso 8 00 a. m.
Arriving Ul Paso 10,40 p. m.
mail carried are small, than on many
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
longer lines where the weights carried
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
are greater. He asserts that "as the
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
newspapers are In th short hauls they
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
are more than likely in the small
weights, and therefore cost the gov-

rrt

d

light-weig-

light-weig-

Gal- Parade will move from Capitol north to San Frane.sco Street
fojf
Lyda E. l'inkham's Vegeta- isteo; from San Francisco to Seligman Street, then north to Palace Aveip Compound has accomplished for
nue; Washington Avenue north to Federal Street ; west to Lincoln Ave- them have been received by the Lydia
nue; south on Lincoln to San Francisco; west on San Francisco Street E. I'inkham Medicine Company, Lynn,
to Don Gaspar Avenue; south on Don Gaspar Avenue to Executive Mass.

GRAND MARSHAL AND AIDES.
(To report at 11 a. m. at the Capitol.)
Captain Fred Muller, Marshal.
B. B. Dunne,
C. J. Xies,
Norman L. King,
Clarence Pierce,
Alfred Kaune,
Louis Alarid,
Frank E. Andrews,
George Stark,
W. D. Shea,
Harry Viles,
F. P. Sturges,
Harvey Pyles,
C. A. Beard,
Thomas Stewart,
Ben Alarid,
E. Delgado,
A. Delgado,
Marcelino Garcia,
J. W. Akers,
Jose Sandoval,
E. Digneo,
Alfred Muller,
Michael Stanton,
W. E. Dudley,
Carl A. Bishop.
J. B. Rusk,
Marcelino A. Ortiz.
Fred Mackie,
3 p. m. Unveiling of the portrait of the first American governor
of
New Mexico in the Council chamber at the Capitol under the auspices of
the Daughters of the American Revolution. Historical address by
L. Bradford Prince.
4:30 p. m. to 5:30 p. m. Serenade by Military band to Governor and
Mrs. Mills at the Executive Mansion.
8 to 10 p. m. Public .reception to Governor and Mrs. Mills at the Palace
hotel. All are invited to attend. No refreshments will be served during reception.
10 p. m. Grand march of inaugural ball at the Palace hotel, led by
Governor Mills. 11 p. m. to 1 a. m. Buffet lunch. Admission to inaugural
ball, for gentleman and lady, $10. Tickets must be signed by holder and

that enter large cities whore newspapers are published, while the short,
t
routes seldom touch
lamp cities. The fallacy of the association's whole contention is conclusively shown by the fact that, the entile weight of mail of all classes
on these short,
routes is little more than In per cenr
of the weight of newspapers alone carried on all the railroads.
He further contends that the pay
for these short,
routes
lias an enormous influence in raising
the average cost of railroad transportation per pound. In reality, the total
routes i
pay for these
only 2
per cent of the total compensation for railroad service.
Proper Allowance for Equipment.
The estimates made by the association's representative as to the amount
liht-weigh-

t

10 a. m. Executive
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e.

UNLUCKY THIRTEEN.

FOR SALE 91 i acre level land,
under the Socorro ditch, m miles
east of EI Paso, Tex., $.",0 per acre on
terms. Charles E. Michael, Real

n

Trains.

WANTED The address of parties
who are interested in the well drilling
business, drilling oil, gas and artesian
water wells. For further information
address. Thos. E. Allen, Cen. Delivery,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Tijeras Canon The
range between Coyote and
Tijeras canyons, aixmt fifteen miles
from Albuquerque, has been the scene
Good Ore in

small

of
discoveries
of valuable ore. Yesterday two
men brought, to Albuquerque specimens of galena, or lead, and zinc
ore. which they picked up on the surface of the ground. Dr. F. A. Jones,
the mining engineer, has pronounced
the ore of good quality. It is understood that tho men will file on the
claim. Charles P.oettger of Boettger
and Morgan, who have the contract
for development work on the La Luz
mine in the San Dias. left for the mine
this morning. He will spend several
days lending his personal supervision
to the work. The tunnel has been
driven rapidly since the first of the
year. It now measures 105 feet from
portal to breast. Work on the Octoroon mine is progressing rapidly.
Both day and night shifts are being
worked. The directors of the company in control of the property recently let a contract for the driving of a
tunnel below the level of the main
workings. This is expected to tap an
extremely valuable body of ore. Albuquerque Tribune-Citizen- .
of several

Grace There goes Mrs. Wrinkles.
She has been married and divorced
twelve times.
Helen Indeed! I wonder if she
will marry again.
Grace I hardly think so. She 13

superstitious.
Good Judgment.
Thaw said that he wutild write a book
When he was out of durance vile.
nd doubtless that's what caused the
judRe
To send him back there for a while

Lucky
"Life with you
onous," remarked
he swung by his
zoo.

Jumbo.
must be monotthe monkey, as
tail in the park

"Why so, my friend?" queried the
lazy Jumbo.
"Well, all you have to do is to sit
here all day and be stuffed with

peanuts."

The association's representative deThe elephant smiled an elephawcine
clares that second class matter is be- smile.
"That may be, my friend; but I'd
ing charged with the added cost of
maintaining frequent and expeditious rather be here being stuffed with
railroad and other transportation serv- peanuts than over in Africa being
ices, including the fast mail trains. Ev stuffed for a museum exhibit."
Which shows that, even an eleidently he is unaware that the depart
ment does not pay the railroads any phant, knows a good thing when he
additional compensation for exception sees it.
ally frequent or expeditious service.
Suspected a Rival.
Not a cent additional is allowed for
broke your engagement
"And
you
the fastest mail train that runs.
with the learned Boston man?" inter
rogated the pretty girl.
"Yes, indeed," responded her chum,
with a pout, "he has too much brass
about him for me."
MONEY AND METALS.
"Brass?"
New York, Feb. 28. Call money
"I should say so. Why, do you know,
per cent; Prime mercantile we had not been engaged two weeks
paper 4
per cent; Mexican dol- before he came around with a volAtchilars 44; Amalgamated 76
ume of poetry under his arm and said:
son 116; New York Central 123
I'll just
bet he
'I love Virgil.'
1261-4;
Southern Pacific
Union Pa- had some other
named Virgil givgirl
cific 188; Steel SI
pfd. 120
ing him books of poetry when I'm not
New York, Feb. 29. Lead steady around."
400(0)470; copper dull, standard spot
12.S7
and March
silver
PRECAUTION.

MARKET REPORT

2o-i(ii- 3

5

3--

1--

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. rn.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes

passengers for

Corn
Oats

111.,

July

Feb.

108

2S.

Wheat

d

pass-

a. m.

Train arrives from the north

at

4

p. m.

New Mexico Central.

Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.

GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago,

east-houn-

east-boun-

50

115

No. 2

ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnand Nos. 4 and S
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Traia leaves for the north at 10:15

May

m.

5--

;
May
July 87
May 471-4- ;
July 44
Pork May 24.55; July 24.55.
Lard May 13.20; July 13.171-2- .
Ribs May 12.871-2- ; July 12.85. .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Feb. 28. Wool unchangmediums
ed; territory and western
2528; fine medium 20&24; fine 12
661-8-

3--

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.

4

21.

LIVESTOCK.

Kansas City, Feb. 28. Cattle Receipts 12,000, including 400 southerns.
Market steady to strong. Native steers
$5.507.75; southern steers $56.75;
southern cows $3(fi5.50; native cows
and heifers $36.50; stockers and
feeders $46.50; bulls $3.80(75.50;
calves $4.o0?t5.50; western steers
$5.257.25; western cows $3.255.54.
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market
ten higher. Bulk $9.309.60; heavy
butchers
$9.55(9.70; packer and
$9.409.65; light $9.10(719.45; pigs
$8.259.00.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 10,000.
steady. Muttons $6 (ft 7.50; lambs $8.25
9.25; fed western wethers and year
nngs $b.&ua.z&; ted western ewes

Montezuma Lodge No
1. A. F. & A. M. Regular communications
first Monday of each
month a Masonic hall
m.
at 7.30

v

H. H. DORM AN,
ALAN

Acting Master.
R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.

1,

R. A. M.

Regular con"Why do you always go out on the
vocation second Monday of
balcony when I begin to sing, John?
each month at Masonic
Can't you bear to listen to me?"
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
"It isn't that, but I don't want the 1SfcfeCW'
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
neighbors to think I'm a
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
wife-beater-

History of a High Financier.
He tolled for wealth both night and dayj
A chance to gain he never missed.
At last he had enough to pay
The cost of a nerve specialist.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T.

Regular conclave

fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

7:30 p. m.
As Defined.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
Little Edna (reading) Say, mam- W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Chicago, Feb. 2S. Cattle Receipts
22,000.
Market steady to ten lower ma, what is a lack of artistic taste?
Beeves $4.858.10; Texas steers $4.60
Mamma It is the feeling, my dear,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
5.75; western steers
$4.606.35; that prompts a baldheaded man with 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
stockers and feeders $o.505.85; cows red whiskers to wear a black wig.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
and heifers $2.606.25; calves $7.25
on the third Monday of each month
9.75.
Did She Get a Spanking?
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
"How gracious your mother Is to Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Hogs
Receipts 35,000. Market 10
mixed you, nttle girl.
higher.
Light $9.409.75;
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corhere. dially invited to attend.
because
"That's
you're
$9.459.85; heavy $9.509.90; rough
$9.509.65; good to choice heavy mam."
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
bulk
Venerable Master.
$9.659.90;
pigs $8.509.50;
At the Exhibition.
$9.659.80.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
He There seems to be fewer lights
Market
Sheep
Receipts 17,000.
Secretary.
steady. Native $4.907.85; western here than there were last year.
She Oh, yes; they've improved th
B. P. O. C.
$5.257.85;
yearlings
$7.758.75;
iambs native $7.759.35; western place a lot lately.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
$7.759.40.
holds its regular session on the secOn Point of View.
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
StODDeft In SO mtniitMi
"Is this war of Spain with Morocco month. Visiting brothers are invited
sure with Dr. ShooiV
what they call a 'holy war? "
DAVID KNAPP,
and welcome.
Croup Remedy. One
test will surely Drove.
"Well, the Spanish people seem to J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
No Tomit.inir. on Hin.
thin It la a wholly unnecessary one."
less. A safe and pleasing 3yruaPUc.i)ruaL'ista.
Secretary.

$67.

GROUP

vt
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treasurer
throughout the world. He has
receipts for the month of several hundred engineers working
under him and his connection with
-- i
February.
the
Court.
Arroyo Hondo project and the
From
ForeReached
Supreme
Five.)
He
Page
This
(Continued
Albuquerque
grant is of much interest to resiThe territorial supreme court met
noon After Walking Twenty-Eigh- t
Hon. Nestor Montoya, former mem-late this afternoon for the purpose of dents here.
Miles From Sandia.
Brief Conference With Mayor.
her of the legislature and editor of La
handing down opinions. It was the
the announcement of the
"Pending
William
A
Chief
28.
Justice
that
N.
Bandera Americana of Albuquerque,
time
last
Feb.
M.,
Albuquerque,
appointment Colonel Allen and Combut a former resident of Santa Fe, is crowd of five thousand greeted Ed-- ; ,T. Mills presided.
missioner Hanberg visited Mayor
bore from the Duke City for the inau ward Pay son Weston when he arrived
, . Bar Association.
Busse," says the Chicago Evening
a I ten o'clock this morning after walkguration.
The New Mexico Bar Association Post. "They were in conference
with
Prince ing twenty-eigh- t
L. Bradford
Sandia.
miles from
met late this afternoon at the capitol the executive a snort time and later
has returned from Washington and Weston rested two hours and resumed for the
officers
of
purpose
Mr. Hanberg revealed the fact that he
electing
New York. In Washington he made his eastward journey.
He declared
of other business.
had a new member on his staff. Col!a fine address on beiialf of New Mexi- the belief that he would reach New and disposing
onel Allen will assist in taking care
Against School Directors.
co and Santa Fe county before
the York a week ahead of schedule, thus Charges
Assistant
Superintendent of Public of the duties laid down by City EnSenate committee on territories and eiTiiing a purse of $3,500 or $500 each Instruction Acasio
Gallegos has re- gineer Erickson, who is on a leave
worked like a Trojan to obtain relief
a
he beats the schedule.
to the school dis- of absence.
that
from
visit
turned
day
for this county from its bonded in-- i '
southwestern. "During the last days of the Rooseand
in
southern
tricts
debtedness.
CURRY BIDS OFFICIAL
Rio Arriba county. He visited the velt administration Mr. Allen was apMounted Policeman and Mrs. W. E.
FAREWELL. schools at Rio de Chama, Plaza Colo- pointed by the President to accom'Dudley of Alamogordo, are in the
rado, Abiquiu, Canones, Rito Encino, pany President-elec- t
Taft on a trip
exer-- ,
Capital for the inauguration
de Agua, Embudo, Gallinas, to the Panama canal zone to assist in
from
(Continued
One.)
Arroyo
Page
rises. They report that fruit trees in
Coyote, Guique, and Ojo Caliente. In making the final estimates of the
the vicinity of Alamogordo, La Luz,
ter. Burke has the promise of Dele-- ; most of the districts he found condi- time that would be required to comto
in
burst
and Tularosa ai'e about
Andrews and the Washington au- tions to be excellent, the teachers ef- plete the canal. There were only sevbloom.
There is plenty of water in gate
for the place. Winter has ficient and the boards of directors en- en engineers in the party, drawn
thorities
the ditches and Otero county looks forendorsement
of the Santa Fe ergetic." At Ojo Caliente, however, from the country at large, and Isham
the
ward to a prosperous year.
committee and pe- no suitable teacher could be procured Randolph, also of Chicago, was one
Editor M. M. Padgett of the Las county Republican
were extensively signed for and the school is closed although of the members.
titions
Vegas Optic, made the trip to Santa him
today among the business men there are $400 in the district treasury.
"Colonel Allen also has been hon;Fe yesterday from Las Vegas in an, and residents.
or five districts, Mr. Gallegos ored by Governor Deneen, who last
four
In
automobile and covered the distance
will recommend the removal of the spring appointed him chief engineer
National Guard Orders No. 7.
in six hours. Editor Padgett is on
boards of directors, mostly for neg- on the division staff of the Illinois
1910.
Feb.
N.
Santa
M.,
Fe,
28,
the staff of Governor Mills and has
of duty and in one instance for National Guard with the rank of
lect
The
undersigned having been apbeen busy attending to many of the
embezzlement.
lieutenant colonel. He was the first
of
rank
with
pointed
general
adjutant
inaunecessary preliminaries for the
Colfax
for
District
to fill this place, as it had just been
County.
Attorney
to
date
from
March,
guration of the new chief executive. brigadier general
is reported today that Attorney created. Thus within thirteen months
Mrs. Royal Berry and daughter, Tes-si- 1, 1910, vice Ford, whose detail asj It
E. Remley of Cimarron. Col- his abilities as an engineer have been
and Mrs. Frank C. Ellis, of Taos, adjutant general expired by operation George
will be appointed district recognized by the nation, the state and
fax
county,
of Gov- of law, hereby assumes charge of this
daughters and
Colfax county to succeed the city.
for
attorney
office
command
National
of
the
and
ernor Bent, the first executive of New
E.
Elmer
resigned.
A Graduate of Annapolis.
Studley.
Mexico, under the American govern- Guard of New Mexico.
"Colonel
Allen was graduated from
Divorce.
Governr.
command
of
the
for
Sues
By
ment, are visitors in Santa Fe. Miss
A. iS. BROOKES,
In the district court for Santa Fe the United States naval academy at
Tessie Berry will tomorrow unveil the
Adjutant General. county, suit was brought this fore- Annapolis in 1887, and resigned from
portrait of her grandfather, Governor
Bent, which will be dedicated tomor- Official Publications of Archaeological noon by Louise Nagel vs. M. J. Nagel, the navy in 1889. He designed the
row afternoon in the Council chamSchool.'
asking for suitable provision and new engines for the Thirty-nintber at the Capitol.
Announcement is made of the fol- maintenance, delivery to her of per- street pumping station and also for
avenue waterworks. He
lowing list of preliminary papers of sonal property and her share of the the Chicago
the School of American Archaeology proceeds of lands sold to the .Santa Fe was born in Wisconsin and is 43 years
"With the appotaoincnifwypaoinpffi
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, which will Irrigation Company. She alleges inbe mailed to any address for 25 humane treatment. The couple were old."
cents a piece:
married at the Catholic Cathedral on
(Continued From Page Two.)
No. 1. "Ground Work of American April 11, 1904, and she left him for FINE WEATHER IS PREDICTED.
(Continued from Page One.)
Miss L. F. Pruyn will take a num- Archaeology," by Edgar L. Hewett. causes alleged on September 1, 1909,
No. 2. "The Excavation of the
ber of students for instruction in stenboth of them agreeing to live apart
Ruins in Southwestern Colo- for three
and also transact some business. He
years.
ography, at her office in the Old Palrado," by Sylvanus G. Morley.
ace Building.
Suit was also filed in the district is Governor Bautista Zuni of Isleta,
No. 3. "The Pajaritan Culture," by court for Torrance county by the an Indian who has Titian colored hair
Library Will Be Closed The public
Great Eastern Oil and Paint Company and who attracted much attention. He
library will be closed tomorrow after- Edgar 4.L. Hewett.
"The Excavations at Puye, of
No.
is plainly dressed but his hair is wavnoon and evening on account of the
Ohio, vs. B. B. Spencer and J. S.
New Mexico, in 1907," by Edgar L.
ing and when the breeze struck it
LumEastview
the
as
inauguration festivities.
Spencer trading
Hewett.
many looked and gasped because a
Spring Millinery Miss A. Mugler
ber Company, of Estancia, for $405.20, blonde
No. 5. "The Excavations at Tyuon-yi- ,
Indian is said to be a rare perwill have on display choice flowers,
account.
L. open
in
New
even in Santa Fe. With the
1908,"
Mexico,
sonage
by
Edgar
tailored hats, ribbons, etc., commencHewett.
governor were J. V. Aheyta and Pablo
ENGINEER
28.
HONORS
CHICAGO
ing Monday Februray
National Guard Order.
W. D. Pratt,
WELL KNOWN IN SANTA FE !Abeyta, also of the Indian pueblo
Happy Father The
12 miles south of Albuquer-- :
Adjutant General R. A. Ford today
President G. Franklin Flick of the which is
druggists usually smile but there is
one in the city who is the happiest issued the following Staff Order No. United States Bank and Trust Com- que.
The governor's staff will as- pany, and of the Santa Fe Irrigation
looking of all the druggists just now. 1:
FAIRBANKS IN LONDON.
His name is W. D. Pratt. The reason semble at the Armory at 11 a. m., and Improvement Company has reFeb. 28. Former
London,
is the arrival of a boy in the Pratt sharp, March 1. Uniform will be full ceived word that Colonel Henry A. AlMrs. Fairbanks are exand
Memmounted.
of
their
in
full
dress
len the engineer
family Sunday morning. Mr. Pratt dress and
charge
tomorrow.
here
a
They have
pected
jsays his name has not yet been de bers of the stall will report to the Arroyo Hondo project and of the
court to be
to
attend
the
been
invited
concided upon. Both mother and baby chief of staff upon arrival at the
been
has
grant,
appointed
Buckare doing well.
Armory. By order of Chief of Staff. sulting engineer of the Chicago held by the King and Queen at
R. A. FORD, Adj. Gen.
board of public works. Colonel Allen ingham Palace next Friday, and will
If you want anything on earth try
has visited this city four or five times be given a dinner by the Pilgrims' SoBig Insurance receipts.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
is well known in engineering cir- - ciety on March 9.
to
and
insurance
of
The superintendent

Personal Mention
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MONDAY,

,

i

day paid to the territorial

PAYSON GREETED BY
CROWD OF FIVE THOUSAND.

cl--

s

$29,313.78,

"

4

No.

GKOCERY AND BAKERY

La-va- ta

1

,

NICE FRESH TOMATOES per Jb 15c.

35
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz .30
Fresh Estancia Eggs, doz 35
25
Best Lemons, doz
$1.10
Grape Fruit, doz

Oranges,

THURSDAYS

FISH

FRESH

Navels,

Sweet Potatoes,
Potatoes, 14 lbs

Barringt.on Hall Cofi.75
fee, 2 lbs
White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10
Recleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, sack $1.65
Corn Meal 241b. sack .. .65
-

)

r
(

j

25c to 55
lb. . . .05

j

25

j

-

35c. lb. Merritts Best Butter 35c. lb.
Extra

Good
Tomatoes,
No. 3's, 2 for

i

25c j
Sweet Corn, per can . .10c )
15 to 35c (
Canned Fruits,
Salmon
10, 15, 20, 25c j
Columbian Milk, 3 for
j
1.00
thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
thirteen for
$1.00
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . . .20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb
25c,

1

PtelJ.

j
(

j
j
j

Cabbage and
per lb

Parsnips,

4c
25c
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c

Soap

bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
'
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim- 15c
neys, 2 for
Six

F. ANDREWS

1 4.

Piffle

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
WE CLEAN. PRESS AND REPAIR
LADIES

AND

GENTS

OLD HATS MADE

NEW.

SATISFACTION

i

WE ALSO CLEAN

.

CLOTHES

CLOAKS,

-'

e,

grand-daught-

er

i

h

Minor City Topics.

Can-nonba- ll

GOWNS,

OPERA

SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

TIES, PARAS01S.

'

'

ETC.

'

t'A KA XTE

E D.

Phone 132 Red.

East Side Plaza:

j
FIRST CLASS

I

1

UK

If!
MAGNIFICENT

Vice-Preside-

SATISFACTION ASSURED

JSrricV

You

Horses

DISPLAY

'I
r,

LOOK

-

La-vat-

can check your trunks with safety and confidence, if it comes from here.
WE BUY OUR TRUNKS FROM THE BEST MANUFACTURERS WE
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT, AND THEIR TRUNKS ARE WELL BUILT

We can show you
any sort of a trunk

you desire.

WINDOW
.';.r'
I

'

j

"

tlffiitL Buggies and Saddle

IT
H

II

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

HACK SERVICE

I

PRICES REASONABLE

Trunks at

Trunks of best seasoned wood, protected by hard wood slats
thoroughly capsysed with heavy brass and malleable iron castings, strong hinges, best brass locks. Strong bolts and
strap?. Metal covered Trunks, canvas covered Trunks,
Leather Trunks, Steamer Trunks, etc. in all sizes.
sole-leath- er

$5.00, $750, $10.00,
$15 00, $20.00, $25.00,
$27.00 and $35 00

LooK
Strength

vBiEi

for the Lion

when you're looking at trunks. A guar
antee ot strength which is in every

The. DnirW T.nrk is a safeeruard for
lithe contents. There are no trunks

If you are looking for a particular kind or
size of trunk we're sure we can supply you

Iso good as

Drucker's.

TRADE-MAR-

SKSl&ffi
Sl3W5n
I

i v

NAT HA

WE'VE SUIT CASES

IN FIBRE, CANVAS AND LEATHER, HEAVY LEATHER; CORNERS

STRONG. FRAME PATENT BRASS LOCKS, AND CATCHES, STEEL HINGES. LINEN OR
PRICES $3,50, $6.50. $12.50. and $15.00.
LEATHER LINED ALL SIZES.

A L MO N

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

f"

